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The Venetian painter Vittore Carpaccio pictured Saint Augustine seated at a table in a roomy study, pausing, his pen raised from the paper. Augustine is writing a letter to Saint Jerome asking the older man for advice and at that very moment, in distant Bethlehem, Jerome dies. Augustine looks up from his desk, as his room fills with light and an ineffable fragrance, and he hears the voice of Jerome. Carpaccio painted the picture about 1503 for the Confraternity of S. Giorgio degli Schiavoni in Venice, where it still hangs today (Fig. 1). It is a historical picture, re-creating an incident supposedly narrated by Augustine himself in a spurious letter frequently published in late-fifteenth-century Venice as a supplement to biographies of Saint Jerome. The fluttering pages of the open codices, the fall of the shadows, the alerted dog, the poised pen all suggest the momentariness of that moment, the evening hour of compline, as Augustine tells us. This is secular time, the time of lived experience, whose each moment repeats but differs from the previous moment. The saeculum is measured out against a completely different temporality, the time frame of perfect understanding. Augustine had been planning a treatise on the joys of the blessed and was writing to Jerome for guidance on the topic. However, his letter was badly placed in ecclesiastic time and would never reach its addressee. Instead, at the moment he put the salutation down on paper, Augustine reports, Jerome’s voice came to him from that place of the blessed to chastise him for his hubris in attempting to reason about what was beyond his comprehension. “By what measure,” Jerome asked, “will you measure the immense?”

The artifacts and the furnishings described by this picture, occupants of mundane, “fallen” time, are all tied to history by their forms, but in different ways and with differing degrees of certitude. It seems at first that everything is much as it might have been in an Italian scholar’s well-appointed study of about 1500. At the left is an elegant red chair with cloth fringe and brass rivets and a tiny lectern. A door at the back opens onto a smaller room with a table supporting piles of books and a rotating book stand. Carpaccio portrays writing implements, penholders, scientific instruments, an hourglass, and, on a shelf running along the left wall, under a shelf of books, still mcre brica-brac of the sort that scholars like to collect: old pots, statuettes, even prehistoric flint artifacts, misunderstoo by the painter and his contemporaries as petrified lightning. Some of these objects clash anachronistically with the picture’s subject matter. One of the small statues is a representation of Venus, an object that a modern clergman, a man of taste and liberal views capable of distinguishing a shelf from an altar table, might have prized, but that Saint Augustine would not have owned. Augustine was vehement in his condemnation of pagan statuary, as any of his Renaissance readers would have known. On the rear wall is a kind of private chapel, a wall niche framed by pilasters and faced with spandrels with inlaid vegetal ornament, which shelters an altar. The altar looks as if it is in use: the curtain is pushed aside and the doors on the front are open, revealing ecclesiastical equipment. Augustine has placed his bishop’s mitre on the altar table and propped his crosier and a censer on either side. They are the appurtenances that a modern bishop might have owned. Even so, those modern artifacts, and a modern chapel with its fashionable frame, all had an all’antica flavor that connected them with the Roman past, with Augustine’s historical world, more or less. Such artifacts, given a virtual life inside a painted fiction, entered into poetic play with each other, orchestrated by the painter-author.

A Clash of Temporalities

Many fifteenth-century painters mingled historical and contemporary references in their works. Even Carpaccio’s Augustine, it is argued by some scholars, was a screen for a modern portrait, a papal official in one account, in another, Cardinal Bessarion. Such deliberate anachronisms, juxtapositions of historically distinct styles in a single picture and stagings of historical events in contemporary settings, fed back into the symbolic machinery of the pictures. Fifteenth-century Flemish painters, for instance, embedded samples of medieval architectural styles as an iconographic device: the round-arched or “Romanesque” style as the signifier of the old covenant, “Gothic” pointed arches as the signifier of the new. Rogier van der Weyden attached an anachronistic crucifix to the central pier of a ruinous Nativity shed, site of maximum condensation and redundancy of epochal time. Sandro Botticelli dressed the characters of his Primavera in the costumes of contemporary festival pageantry, a blend of the still fashionable and slightly out-of-date, creating a delicious tension with the literary premise of a primordial theophany, the invitation to the first spring of all time. The staged collision between the visually familiar and the unfamiliar was one of the ways that modern paintings, to borrow a phrase from Alfred Acres, “customized the terms of their own perception.” Such works dared to make reference to a “here” and a “now” relative to a historical beholder, through perspective or modern costumes or hidden contemporary portraits. The “customized,” contingent aspect of the work could be folded back into the work’s primary, usually nonlocal aims. The internal dissonance between universal and contingent then generated a whole new layer of meanings.

The condition of possibility for such complex feedback effects was the idea that form would be legible to the beholder as the trace of an epoch, a culture, a world—as a “style,” in other words. Behind the idea of historical style stands a theory about the origins of formed artifacts. According to this theory, the circumstances of an artifact’s fabrication, its originary context, are registered in its physical fea-
tures. A clash of temporalities of the sort we find in Carpaccio comes about when patrons and artist and beholders all agree to see the artifacts "cited" in the painting, the buildings or statues or costumes, as traces of historical moments. One can characterize this theory of the origin of the artifact—which is equally a theory of the origin of the artwork—as performative. The artifact or the work, according to this theory, was the product of a singular historical performance. Any subsequent repetitions of that performance, for example, copies of the work, will be alienated from the original scene of making.

This theory of origins came into especially sharp focus over the course of the fifteenth century. An artist was now conceived for the first time as an author, an auctor or founder, a legitimate point of origin for a painting or sculpture, or even a building. The author, more generally the entire context of fabrication, leaves traces in the fabric of the work. By the third quarter of the fifteenth century, the image of the stylus or pen, the writing instrument that both in ancient rhetorical treatises and in modern Petrarch had come to stand symbolically for the individual author's peculiar, inalienable way of putting things into words, was carried over into the contemporary discourse on painting. The Florentine Antonio Filarete, in his Treatise on Architecture (1461–64), wrote that "the painter is known by the manner of his figures, and in every discipline one is known by his style." A character in Baldassare Castiglione's dialogue The Courtier (1528) says of Leonardo da Vinci, Andrea Mantegna, Raphael, Michelangelo, and Giorgione that "each is recognized to be perfect in his own style." Since the late fifteenth century some version of this theory of origins is inscribed into every European painting.

Carpaccio's painting dramatizes the clash between temporalities. At the heart of the picture, inside the wall niche, the system of anachronistic citations reaches a crescendo and then collapses in upon itself. On Augustine's private altar stands a statue of the resurrected Christ. Here Carpaccio has imagined an Early Christian altar, adorned not by a carved and painted relatable but by a freestanding bronze. Of course, no such work would have stood on a fifth-century altar. Carpaccio in fact was describing a modern work, a bronze statue today in the Museo Poldi Pezzoli in Milan (Fig. 2). The work was made in the Veneto in the early 1490s and could be found, at the time Carpaccio painted his picture, on an altar in the Venetian church of S. Maria della Carità in Venice. It was commissioned, together with an elaborate chapel, by the wealthy jeweler and antiquarian Domenico di Piero. At 54% inches (138 centimeters), it is significantly larger than a statuette, though under life-size.

Since the Christ figure on the altar was a modern work, it seems to match the other anachronisms in the room, the
modern furniture and the bound codices. But this statue is presented as an ancient work. Of course, no such artifact had survived from Early Christian times. The literary tradition, however, mentions an ancient bronze statue of Christ. The early-fourth-century church historian Eusebius had described a bronze statue group in Paneas (present-day Baniyas, north of the Sea of Galilee) that showed a woman kneeling in supplication before a man with a cloak draped over his shoulder and with his arm outstretched to her. Eusebius’s account was retold and embroidered throughout the Middle Ages and in the thirteenth century made its way into the pages of the *Golden Legend*, one of the most widely read devotional texts of the later Middle Ages. In the *Golden Legend* the two-figure group had become a single statue of Christ. The story was frequently invoked by iconophiles during the sixteenth-century image controversy as an example of the use of images in archaic Christian times.

We will argue that the bronze Christ cited in the painting was not merely, for Carpaccio, a modern work functioning as an ingenious hypothesis of a lost ancient work. The bronze Christ did not just “stand for” or refer poetically to antiquity. Rather, for him the statue was an antique work.

**Substitution**

To make sense of this claim about the statue we will need to introduce a new model of the relation of artifacts to time. The thesis proposed here and in the research project it introduces is that all artifacts—not just statues but also chairs, panel paintings, even churches—were understood in the pre-modern period to have a double historicity: one might *know* that they were fabricated in the present or in the recent past but at the same time value them and use them as if they were very old things. This was not a matter of self-delusion or indolence but a function of an entire way of thinking about the historicity of artifacts repeatedly misunderstood by the modern discipline of art history.

Images and buildings, as a general rule, were understood as tokens of types, types associated with mythical, dimly perceived origins and enforcing general structural or categorical continuity across sequences of tokens. One token or replica effectively substituted for another; classes of artifacts were grasped as chains of substitutable replicas stretching out across time and space. Under this conception of the temporal life of artifacts, which we will call the principle of *substitution*, modern copies of painted icons were understood as effective surrogates for lost originals, and new buildings were understood as reinstatements, through typological association, of prior structures. The literal circumstances and the historical moment of an artifact’s material execution were not routinely taken as components of its meaning or function; such facts about an artifact were seen as accidental rather than as constitutive features. Instead, the artifact functioned by aligning itself with a diachronic chain of replications. It substituted for the absent artifacts that preceded it within the chain. Richard Krautheimer, in his seminal article “Introduction to an Iconography of Medieval Architecture,” of 1942, made this point about medieval buildings. He held that the ground plans of many early and high medieval churches were governed not so much by structural, formal, or liturgical concerns as by a desire to comply with a set of simple design principles embodied in a few prestigious and symbolically weighty early models. Krautheimer carefully declined to push his thesis beyond a limited group of centrally planned churches dating from the ninth to the twelfth centuries. In effect, we are trying to extend the Krautheimer thesis, beyond
In the literature on the ancient and medieval use of *spolia*, that is, elements of early monuments reused in later times, some conceptual space has been cleared for artifacts like this. In her book *Venice and Antiquity*, Patricia Fortini Brown identifies a “level of copying—the deliberate faking of an antiquity—in which the present virtually becomes the past.” Following a distinction drawn by Richard Brilliant, she describes such works as the thirteenth-century relief *Hercules with the Cerynean Hind and the Lernean Hydra* on the facade of S. Marco or the thirteenth-century ducale tombs as “conceptual spolia”: artifacts filling gaps in the monumental record and made to look as if they might have been *spolia*. Our model amplifies and radicalizes this argument. Not just a few but a vast range of works can be understood as virtual *spolia* or fabricated antiquities, whether they closely resemble real antiquities, to our eyes, or not. The rare examples that succeed in simulating the look of antiquity serve as signposts that help us map out the full reach of the model.

The simple presence of an artifact like the Venetian Christ carried enormous validating power. Reflexively placing it within a substitutional mode of production, contemporary viewers looked past the local circumstances of its fabrication and instead concentrated on the referential target. Even a prototype otherwise unknown was in effect “retroactivated” by such a work. In the presence of the actual statue—especially one in bronze, a rare sight in churches at this time—the legend of an antique original immediately gained compelling concreteness.

The substitutional, retroactive power of the bronze Christ explains why the statue, which appeared in Venice in the 1490s, had such an extraordinary and immediate impact on Venetian art of the period. Although authorless and virtually unknown today, about 1500 the figure carried great authority, as if it were understood to be more than an imaginative fiction. It was often copied. In S. Maria della Carità in Venice, where the bronze originally stood, the Christ in the Resurrection relief from the Barbarigo Tomb, finished by 1501, is closely based on the statue. Freer emulations of the statue abounded: Alvise Vivarini’s *Resurrected Christ* of 1497 in S. Giovanni in Bragora, Cima da Conegliano’s figure of Christ in his *Doubting of Saint Thomas* of 1504, the statue of Christ in marble by Giambattista Bregno in the de Rossi Chapel in the Treviso Duomo of 1501–3. Its powerful effect on Fra Bartolommeo, who visited Venice in 1508, can be seen in the Florentine altarpiece he painted for Salvatore Billi in 1516 (now in the Palazzo Pitti). And Carpaccio, as we have seen, copied it closely. This reception history reveals that the Christ statue had come close to attaining the status of a true likeness.

Let us return to the Carpaccio painting, moving outward from the statue. The mosaic in the apse behind the statue unmistakably renders an actual mosaic of a seraph from the Creation cupola of the atrium of S. Marco in Venice. Made in the thirteenth century, the mosaic is only a few hundred years distant from Carpaccio’s painting. Augustine never saw it or anything like it. Perhaps Carpaccio simply did not know how to date the mosaic and in citing it actually meant to invoke the remote time of Christian antiquity, the time of the Church Fathers. To put it in these terms, however, to speak of a “misdating,” is to misunderstand the mechanism of the
substitutional mode. Carpaccio knew that S. Marco and the mosaic were postantique; at the same time, he considered them substitutions for lost antiquities. Nothing was more natural than the hypothesis of a chain of replicas linking the mosaic in S. Marco back to an origin. It has been shown that these mosaics from the S. Marco atrium were, in fact, modeled especially carefully and thoroughly on illustrations of the type of the fifth-century Cotton Genesis.20 The principle of substitution was powerful enough to make the S. Marco mosaic an antiquity.27

To perceive an artifact in substitutional terms was to understand it as belonging to more than one historical moment simultaneously. The artifact was connected to its unknowable point of origin by an unreconstructible chain of replicas. That chain could not be perceived; its links did not diminish in stature as they receded into the depths of time. Rather, the chain created an instant and ideally effective link to an authoritative source and an instant identity for the artifact. If under the performative theory of origins a given sequence of works is seen perspectively, each one with a different appearance, under the substitutional theory different objects stack up one on top of another without recession and without alteration. The dominant metaphor is that of the impress or the cast, allowing for repetition without difference, even across heterogeneous objects and materials. Striking affirmations of the idea emerged in Byzantium in the wake of the iconoclastic controversy. The ninth-century theologian Saint Theodore the Studite, for example, compared the relation of image to prototype to the impress of a seal on different materials at different times: “The same applies,” he wrote, “to the likeness of Christ irrespective of the material upon which it is represented.”228

It is not enough to see the painting as a virtuoso manipulation of historical styles. Nor can it be described as an incompletely performative picture, with its historical vision of the past not yet quite in focus. Its interlocking anachronisms cannot be explained away as fancies of the artist or the peculiar preoccupations of the Venetians. Within the substitutional mode, anachronism was neither an aberration nor a mere rhetorical device, but a structural condition of artifacts.

Carpaccio’s painting stages the statue’s substitution mode against a context of performativity, and in so doing diagrams a clash between two different versions of the time-artifact relation. From one point of view, the painted statue is the lost and absent original, the nonexistent original, that the modern Italian statue reistantitutes. From another point of view, the statue is simply an anachronism, a citation of a modern work. The painting thus becomes something like an anatomical model, revealing the inner workings of picture making at this historical moment. The painting proposes as the resolution of the predicament a new, or at least newly institutionalized, function for pictures: the staging operation itself. Pictures like Carpaccio’s become places where competitive models of the historicity of form can be juxtaposed, places of impossibility, of critical reflection and nonresolution. This staging operation is itself noncompetitive with the substitutional and performative modes. That is, a picture like Carpaccio’s can itself maintain a particular substitutional relation to the past, or a performative relation to the past, or a combination of the two, and at the same time function as a diagram of the conceptual interference between the two modes. And that simultaneity of operations becomes an essential feature of the work of art in the modern period.

This project has three aims: to outline two theories of the historicity of form that competed in the Renaissance, the performative and the substitutional; to suggest that the pattern of dialectical interference between the two theories so clearly diagrammed by Carpaccio’s painting was constitutive of all European art in this period; and to argue that the historiography of Renaissance art, and of art historical discourse generally, is structurally compelled to misrecognize that pattern.

Good and Bad Anachronism

The substitutional mode of artifact production hides behind the idea of style. The idea that the look of a painting or a building registers the mind of a historical artist, or even an entire historical period, in the way that a pen responds to the workings of the mind of an author is, according to the powerful model established by Erwin Panofsky and never since challenged, the defining achievement of Renaissance art. According to this celebrated thesis, the Renaissance artist saw historical art in perspective. One thinks of the range of Donatello’s interpretations of Roman sculpture, from impeccable pastiche to poetic imitatio,20 or of Mantegna’s fine-grained antiquarian reconstructions of Roman architecture or weaponry.30 The insight into the relativity of style was the precondition for a rebirth of antique art, for not only one could perceive ancient art as a corpus of works united by a common period style, clearly distinct from all the works made in the intervening “middle” period, could that corpus become the basis for a revival of the arts. The idea that a performative or relativistic conception of style was the precondition for the Renaissance itself has for a long time been the basic premise of historical scholarship in that field, but it is also the founding myth of the discipline of art history, for were not Renaissance artists, in their ability to match up historical styles with historical epochs, themselves the first art historians?

The performative mode of artifact production brings the art of painting into alignment with the art of poetry. Deliberate anachronism was the catalyst of poetic creation in the Renaissance. To imitate an ancient literary model was to extract it from a historical matrix and reactivate it in the present. When fifteenth- and sixteenth-century architects, sculptors, and painters first saw themselves as creative authors, they, too, began to provoke what Thomas M. Greene called “miniature anachronistic crises” in their works.31 The scholarly study of early modern visual culture recognizes the category of “good,” or artistically productive, anachronism. Leonard Barkan, in some ways building on Greene, has recently shown how Renaissance archaeology became a framework for poetic storytelling about objects and origins. In Barkan’s analysis, the fictions and projections with which Renaissance writers and artists responded to these anachronistic ruptures of the material past became paradigmatic for Renaissance fiction making and aesthetics generally.32

It has proved much harder to make historical sense of the period’s many “bad” anachronisms: misidentifications and wild misdatings of old buildings and sculptures, iconographic
solecisms, deliberate forgeries. Modern scholars, for example, have tried to inventory all the works of ancient art known in the Renaissance. But this inventory—a colossal and invaluable undertaking—is distorted by a massive historical misperception: it includes only works of art that modern scholarship judges to be antiquities. It excludes everything else that is ancient architecture—that is, the vast corpus of artifacts governed by what we have called the principle of substitution. When it comes to the problem of the historicity of form, art historians still proceed as if the best observers of the period—artists and architects and acute patrons—saw buildings or pictures more or less as we do.

This essay proposes that thinking about historical artifacts in the late medieval and early modern period, and even the production of images and buildings were built on the following paradox: the possibility that a material sample of the past could somehow be both an especially powerful testimony to a distant world and, at the same time, very likely an ersatz for some earlier, now absent artifact. The interpretation of artifacts rested on two logically incompatible convictions, neither of which could be easily abandoned: on the one hand, that material evidence was the best sort of evidence; on the other hand, that it was very likely that at some point material artifacts had been replaced. Instead of allowing one conviction to prevail, people thought "doubly" about artifacts. They did not think doubly about holy relics. A pig’s bone was not an acceptable substitute for the bone of a saint. The falsification of relics was plainly seen to be wrong. Nor did they think doubly about nondocumentary verbal texts, which were obviously substitutable, handed down through time from one material vehicle to another without loss of authenticity. The force of an old poem did not depend on the literal antiquity of the page it was written on.

A political document like a charter or a deed, or a material artifact like an image, moved between these two poles, between the nonsubstitutability of the bone and the perfect substitutability of the linguistic text. Under the substitutional theory of artifact production, the forgeries of documents so common in the Middle Ages can be understood as the legitimate reproduction of accidentally misplaced facts. Thousands of documents were fabricated and planted in archives by later scholars, monastic or courtly, between the eleventh and the fifteenth centuries. Such documents were used to shore up the claims to antiquity or legitimacy of a monastic foundation or a bishopric or a ducal house. They attested to origins. If the crucial document did not exist, it was invented. “Double think” meant that a document—or, in our case, an image—was at the same time thought of as something like a relic and as something like a poem. In the statue of Christ at the center of his picture, Carpaccio captured such an artifact, half relic and half fiction.

The claim put forward here is that all these kinds of anachronism, good and bad, were grounded in a common way of thinking about artifacts and have to be dealt with together. Renaissance beholders understood medieval or even modern works as antique not because they were concerned about dates but because they were preoccupied with the relation of artifacts to prototypes. In contrast to modern art historians, they focused on the referential authority of the work, its transmission of authoritative content, rather than those context-reflexive elements that advertise the moment of the artifact’s production. The enabling premise of the discipline of art history—that style is an index of history—has actually disabled our efforts to understand premodern visual culture.

Figure and Discourse
The model of linear and measurable time was by no means foreign to the Western historical imagination before the modern period, as many medieval chronicles attest. But to tell a story from year to year, from event to event, was simply one way of organizing time. Artifacts and monuments configured time differently. They stitched through time, pulling together different points in the temporal fabric until they met. By means of artifacts, the past participated in the present. A primary function of art under the substitution system was precisely to collapse temporal distance. Such temporalities had something in common with the typological thinking of biblical exegesis, according to which sacred events, though embedded in history, also contained what theologians called a mystery, figure, or sacrament—a spiritual meaning that lifted the event out of the flow of history. The “omnitemporal” scheme of history presupposed by figural thinking constituted an effort to adopt God’s point of view, which grasps history all at once, topologically, not in a linear sequence.

This way of thinking was not limited to the educated elite: figural structures were embedded in every Mass ceremony and in virtually every sermon. There is a mystical dimension to the substitutional approach to artifacts, a conviction of the real, and not merely symbolic, link between artifact and artifact. Visual artifacts by their very nature were well suited to the representation of the figural dimension of history. The juxtapositions, stackings, displacements, and cyclic configurations found in countless medieval church façades and altarpieces presupposed the beholder’s competence for thinking through time in flexible and associative ways.

Visual artifacts collapsed past and present with a force not possessed by texts. They proposed an unmediated, present-tense, somatic encounter with the people and the things of the past. Artifacts enacted a breaking through time and a raising from the dead. The Greek scholar Manuel Chrysoloras, who taught in Italy for several years around the turn of the fifteenth century, vividly expressed the contrast when confronted with the material remains of ancient sculpture in Rome in 1411:

Herodotus and the other historians are thought to have done something of great value when they describe these things; but in these sculptures one can see all that existed in those days among the different races, and thus this [image-based] history is complete and accurate: or better, if I may say so, it is not history, so much as the direct and personal observation [autopsia] and the living presence [parousia] of all the things that happened then.
The anachronistic force of images and other artifacts was grounded in assumptions about the straightforwardness and instant intelligibility of figural representation.

Here and elsewhere the direct and time-collapsing power of the image is compared favorably with the confusing filter of discursive representation. Discourse or linguistic signing proceeds linearly into the future and thus involves a permanent falling away from the event. The real event is rendered in conventional signs whose deciphering is not a simple matter but an ongoing, dynamic process. The image, by contrast, had a way of bending the linear sequence of events back on itself, as if exerting a pull on time. This followed as a psychological fact from the capacity of the figure to embody materially its own signify.

Erich Auerbach insisted that the figurative or typological relation was not allegorical but real. The Old Testament type did not merely stand for the New Testament antitype: both were equally real events in the flow of history. The connection between the two events, indeed, the identity of the two events, was perceptible to an exegete, who did not see them, as a modern observer might, in historical perspective, fore-shortened, but instead saw their symmetrical subordination to a higher, ultimate truth. That identity across time was sustained by substitution, and it is disrupted by modern historicism.

The figurative alternative to discursive and causal temporality is a permanent lure, a rhetorical, poetical, and political occasion. Figurality played a major role in twentieth-century efforts to adjust the relation between history and memory: in Sigmund Freud’s isolation of the psychic operations of condensation and displacement; in the art historian Aby Warburg’s paraletic memory atlas diagramming the coils of transhistorical pictorial reference; or in Walter Benjamin’s adaptation of the principle of montage to history writing. For Benjamin, the “constellation” or configuration of images held a critical power, the capacity to shatter the order of things. He saw in Surrealism the promise of the figurative irruption or “illumination.” Indeed, Louis Aragon had spoken of the critical productivity of stylistic clashes, violations of the historical logic of style: such “asynchonisms of desire” would reveal the contradictions of modernity.

In two recent books Georges Didi-Huberman has pointedly confronted the modern discipline of art history with its own chronographic complacency. In Devant le temps (2000), he identifies two modern modes of dialectical and productively anachronistic thinking about images, montage and symptom, associated in multiple ways with Benjamin and Carl Einstein. In L’image survivante: Histoire de l’art et temps des fantômes (2002), he takes Aby Warburg as his guide and unravels the obsolete evolutionary temporal schemas that have structured the historical study of Western art. As an alternative to a developmental, “biomorphic” conception of history, Warburg offered a discontinuous, folded history in which time is redistributed in strata, networks, and deferrals. Above all, Didi-Huberman brings Warburg’s model of the Nachleben, or survival of antique pathos formules, into alignment with the psychoanalytic mechanism of Nachträglichkeit, or “delayed activation.” Our own project responds to Warburg’s provocation, amplified in Didi-Huberman’s exegesis, by attempting to draw a nonevolutionary “metaphorics” of time from the historical works themselves, a temporality in structural misalignment with, and therefore systematically misrecognized by, art historical scholarship. We want to work by a process of reverse engineering from the artworks back to a lost chronotopology of art making.

The idea of a nonlinear, nonperspectival, “artistic” time plays no role in the most influential interpretation of Renaissance historical attitudes, that of Erwin Panofsky. For Panofsky, a lucid sense of historical distance was the basis of what he called the “factuality” of the Renaissance as a period concept. He argued that the Renaissance distinguished itself from the Middle Ages by its sense of “an intellectual distance between the present and the past.” Medieval art, for Panofsky, had been incapable of joining historical subject matter with its proper historical form; Eve was portrayed in the pose of a Venus pudica, for example, and the Trojan priest Laocoön t松ured like a monk. Panofsky maintained that fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian scholars and artists reactivated the power of classical culture through an accurate realignment of classical subject matter with its proper classical form: literally, the representation of ancient Greek and Roman gods and heroes with their correct costumes, physiognomies, and attributes, rendered in ancient Greek and Roman style. Renaissance culture was essentially a “stabilizing of the attitude toward antiquity,” a dispelling of temporal confusion and the blind clash of cultures.

Panofsky drew an explicit analogy between the Renaissance historical imagination and Renaissance perspective:

In the Italian Renaissance the classical past began to be looked upon from a fixed distance, quite comparable to the “distance between the eye and the object” in that most characteristic invention of this very Renaissance, focused perspective. As in focused perspective, this distance prohibited direct contact—owing to the interposition of an ideal “projection plane”—but permitted a total and rationalized view. Such a distance was absent from both medieval renascences [that is, the “incomplete” revivals of antiquity that occurred in the Carolingian era and then again in the twelfth century]. The new “cognitive distance” from the past, crucially, brought the freedom to choose between stylistic models. Freely chosen anachronism, Panofsky contended, was good anachronism. Panofsky showed how cognitive distance could generate not only the approved neoclassicism of the High Renaissance—basically a rejection of local and prevailing artistic custom in favor of antique style—but also the accurate emulation of obsolete medieval styles, if desired. Panofsky demonstrated this in his article “The First Page of Vasari’s ‘Libro’” (1930), the earliest formulation of his cognitive-distance thesis. In this article, Panofsky pointed out that the logical complement of Giorgio Vasari’s neoclassicism was his ability to emulate with his drawing pen late medieval formal vocabularies, the very same styles that he was elsewhere at pains to discredit with his writing pen. According to Panofsky, in Vasari’s album of drawings by the great Italian masters, which he called his Libro, Vasari drew architectural frames around the mounted drawings in the style of the period of the drawing. The frames around the drawings that Vasari
attributed to the early Florentine artist Cimabue, for instance, used finials and gables characteristic of that very Gothic style, or maniera tedesca, that he so violently disparaged in his history of Italian art. Vasari was thus, in Panofsky’s view, capable of perceiving and replicating Gothic ornamental style “on its own terms.” For Panofsky that was the very core of historicism.

Bad anachronism, the blind disjunction of medieval art, was by contrast unfree, a simple incapacity to perceive historical style on its own terms. Unlike his contemporaries Benjamin and Aragon, Panofsky had little faith in the disruptive power of the figure. And he did not share Warburg’s conception of a history of images carrying persistent figural charges that concretized elemental impulses and aversions. Art in his view did not really enter into its full historical role, its civilizing potential, until the figural and substitutional folding of time had finally been straightened out.

The blind spot in Panofsky’s powerful schema emerges clearly at the end of his book Renaissance and Renascences, as his account converges on the so-called High Renaissance. Panofsky treats the antiquarian art of the late fifteenth century as fundamentally reconstructive and even pedantic in spirit. Not until Raphael, he suggests, does the project of reuniting classical form with classical content transcend mere philological accuracy and generate real art. Raphael, he points out, was able to put a modern lira da braccio in the hands of his Apollo and, in effect, get away with it. But Panofsky does not actually spell out what Raphael did to escape the logic of historicism. He never explains the relation between cognitive distance from the past—the criterion of the historical period as a whole—and the aesthetic achievement of Renaissance art, whatever that might be. It is a moment comparable to the closing page of Panofsky’s opus magnum Early Netherlandish Painting (1953), where he brings his account face to face with, but then declines to comment on, the mysterious art of Hieronymus Bosch.

Anachronic Renaissance

Early modern notions of the past were in fact nowhere less perspectival than in the realm of artifacts, of pictures and statues and buildings. No one in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was entirely clear about which artifacts were antique and which were not; about when things had been made; about what it meant to speak of the age or the date of an image or a building. Even humanist scholars and the most thoughtful artists were unmodern in their indifference to or vagueness about the historicity of art. Leonardo da Vinci, for instance, wrote a great deal about how to make art and what good art might be, but he never once discussed historical art or the relation of modern to historical art. Leonardo was interested in architectural types and made many drawings of centrally planned churches similar to S. Lorenzo in Milan, whose core dated to late antiquity. One gets the sense that the exemplarity of S. Lorenzo for him was a matter of its plan and not of its antiquity per se. S. Lorenzo held for him the authority of an example and it did not occur to him to ask overprecise questions about when it was built. There is no evidence to indicate that the keenest critics of ancient art, such as Michelangelo, ever concerned themselves with the precise dating of ancient objects. For Michelangelo it was all the buon antico; if he made any distinctions, they were distinctions of category and motif. When the Paduan humanist Niccolò Leonico Tomeo was presented with a bust of Socrates for potential purchase his main preoccupation was with the accuracy of the likeness. In his extended rumination he did not ask whether the work was Roman or Greek nor speculate on its date. Such indifference to the performative dimension of the artifact is typical for their period.

Raphael’s famous letter to Pope Leo X on the preservation and recording of the remains of ancient Rome, written with the help of Baldassare Castiglione, has often been taken as the first clear statement of a historical understanding of art. Yet even here, the history is very rough. The letter asserts that “there are only three kinds of architecture in Rome”: that produced by the ancients, that produced “during the time that Rome was dominated by the Goths, and one hundred years after that,” and finally, the architecture of the period extending from that obscure moment until the present. The blurred coordinates of that middle period remind us of the Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian’s similarly vague approach to chronology when he announced in these same years that he would reward humanist scholars for discoveries of any “treatises or documents” written “more than five hundred years earlier.”

Chronology is sketchy in the Raphael letter because strict historical accuracy and clarity were not the letter’s main purpose. While he distinguished between the Constantinian and the Trajanic, Hadrianic, and Antonine sculptural elements on the Arch of Constantine, the point was not to assign every possible style to a historical moment but rather to demonstrate that ancient architecture remained consistently good: “Let no one harbor doubt that among ancient buildings the less ancient were less beautiful, or less well understood, because they were all made according to the same principles [perché tutti erano d’una raggione].” The letter aimed to reveal these principles, to make ancient architecture into a coherent corpus, a canon, and it is, in fact, the first document in the history of architecture to note the varieties of classical columns as orders. Again, what mattered above all to the Renaissance artist and critic was the exemplary model, not the vicissitudes of historical styles. This is why later constructions thought to embody the best antique principles were given the authority of the antique.

The importance of typological over chronological thinking is at the basis of the spectacular misdating of the eleventh-century Baptistery in Florence, thought by knowledgeable Renaissance artists and scholars to be an ancient temple. Some modern historians propose that the Florentines could not really have believed that their Baptistery was built by Romans but merely thought it a very old structure. However, Filippo Villani in 1330 asserted that it had begun its existence in antiquity as a temple of Mars, as did Coluccio Salutati. Vasari proposed with great architectural sophistication that the Romanesque S. Miniato emulated l’ordine buon antico found in the “antichissimo tempio” of S. Giovanni al Monte (that is, the Baptistery). Only in the later sixteenth century was the building’s antiquity seriously challenged, in the carefully reasoned treatise of Girolamo Mei.

In our view, the misdating of the Baptistery was not just a blind spot in an otherwise lucid vision of the past, a break-
down of rationality explained by local patriotism and rivalry with Rome’s antiquity. It is instead a crucial clue to the way scholars and artists thought about old buildings all the time. This way of thinking was made explicit only when critics such as Vincenzo Borghini were put on their mettle to defend the Basilica’s antiquity. There are many more “errors” of this sort, which were not errors at all, any more than premodern copies were forgeries. They only seem so to us because they do not conform to a modern, scholarly conception of buildings as authored artifacts anchored in historical time and to our conviction that this anchoring must be legible in style.

Panofsky had to ignore or explain away these errors in order to keep his thesis of cognitive distance intact. He did not discuss Leonardo’s interest in centrally planned churches at all. He explained the alarmingly inaccurate phrase “anchura Cento anni di poi” in the Raphael letter as a way of saying “an irdefinite period of considerable length.” He absorbed the mis idiots of the Florentine Baptistry by pointing out simply that Filippo Brunelleschi was influenced by various Romanesque and pre-Romanesque buildings. Panofsky maintained that the artists and writers of the Renaissance were able to imitate the classical style because they had achieved historical perspective on antiquity. We contend that architects were able to pick out a historical antique style only insofar as it exemplified some normative conception of architecture.

Renaissance artists and scholars could refer to no established chronology of artifacts, nor did anyone make much of an attempt to establish such a chronology. The full system of historical chronology, on which Panofsky’s cognitive distance thesis and the very idea of a unity of time depend, was the laborious construction of later sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eighteenth-century scholarship. Historical chronology as the chronographers built it was a sequence of events, and it was not at all clear that artifacts were to be understood as events. When people in the Renaissance did measure out a “cognitive distance” to a historical work of art or building, it turns out to be a peculiar, contrived aspect of the period’s historical imagination, not more essential to the period than other aspects. Historical lucidity was scarce in the Renaissance. That has seemed clear enough to historians such as Elizabeth Eisenstein, who wrote of the “amorphous spatio-temporal context” of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century humanist scholarship, and Lucien Febvre, who described the multiple temporalities that structured life in sixteenth-century Europe.

The researches of Frank Borchardt, Walter Stephens, Anthony Grafton, and others force us to take seriously the vitality and persistence of old stories about races of giants locked in combat with Egyptian gods in the valleys of ancient Egypt. Fantastic myths of national origins were promulgated well into the seventeenth century. Yet in Panofsky’s model, a historical chronology of artifacts, medieval and ancient alike, snaps suddenly into perfect focus.

Today it is easy to agree that “artistic” time—folded, misremembered—is more interesting than merely linear historical time. The modern scholar willingly submits to what Jorge Luis Borges called the “plebeian pleasure of anachronism.” The principle of substitution generates the effect of an artifact that seems to double or crimp time over on itself. The time of art, with its densities, interruptions, juxtapositions, and recoveries, comes to resemble the topology of memory itself, which emerged in the twentieth century in all its tangle-shadow as a primordial and powerful model of historical understanding, a threat to the certainties of empirical historical science. In the substitutional mode, however, no human subject is involved. Substitution resembles the modern topology of memory, but there is no place in it for an actual working memory. It is a memory effect generated by the substitutional machine.

It may actually have proven convenient to modern theorists of memory-based time to preserve the image of a prosaically historicist Renaissance, something like Panofsky’s Renaissance. For them, modernity can be seen to emerge out of this delusion of lucidity with its own more fluid, sophisticated, and complicated notion of time and history. There may be an incentive to overrate the clarity of Renaissance and Enlightenment thought so that a delirious twentieth- and twenty-first-century modernity can stand out in relief.

And for those who wish to believe in the lucidity of the Renaissance, either as the foundational moment of their own lucid modernity or as the foil for their own obscure modernity, it may be equally convenient to stress the confusion and irrationalism of medieval thought. In the 1961 postscript to his well-known article on the iconography of medieval architecture, Krautheimer spoke of the “medieval pattern of ‘double-think,’ or better, ‘multi-think,’” and said that multiple connotations and images “all ‘vibrated’ simultaneously in the mind of educated Early Christian and medieval men.” Krautheimer had been careful to explain in the article itself that all this “vibration” settled down as the Middle Ages came to a close and the archaeological vision of the artistic past came into focus. By the time of the Renaissance, “multi-think” was over. From that moment on, apparently, people were careful to think only one thought at a time. Krautheimer maintained this distinction in all his writings, as Marvin Trachtenberg pointed out. Krautheimer’s Middle Ages were endlessly complicated and self-contradictory. The Italian Renaissance, by contrast, remained for Krautheimer an idealized “never-never land” insulated “from the complexities of fact and chronology, from the messy realities of Renaissance practice, and from . . . social context.”

The same schema is at work in the writings of Didi-Huberman, although with the values reversed: here, the “delirious” Middle Ages are prized over a rationalist modernity launched in the Renaissance. In imposing a mimetic function on the image, the Renaissance introduced a “tyranny of the visible,” suppressing an indexical conception of the image that prevailed in the Middle Ages. In contrast to the Renaissance rhetoric of mastery, adequation, and intelligibility, the medieval image, in Didi-Huberman’s histories, presents an opacity, a disruption of the coded operations of the sign, a disjunctive openness by which the image is opened onto a dizzying series of figurative associations well beyond the logic of “simple reason.” It is an understanding of the image better served by the Freudian concepts of the symptom and of dreamwork than by the procedures of iconology developed by the Kantian inheritors of Renaissance humanism, in particular, Panofsky.

In the end, all parties agree that the Italian Renaissance imposed the contrivance of cognitive distance on the fluid,
memory-based models of historical time that prevailed in the Middle Ages. The only point of difference is that Panofsky prized cognitive distance as one of the founding intellectual achievements of European civilization, whereas his many later-twentieth-century critics repudiate the historical objectivity of the Renaissance and the succeeding “classical” epoch as a grand lie that needed to be unlearned in the twentieth century.

To continue the debate in these terms is pointless. Panofsky knew very well that cognitive distance was a cultural contrivance that overcame the subjective, “interested” distortions of memory. The tension between unmeasurable memory and measured historical chronology was implied, for Panofsky, in the system of linear perspective developed by the fifteenth-century painters: “the history of perspective,” he had explained in his 1927 essay Perspective as Symbolic Form, “may be understood with equal justice as a triumph of the distancing and objectifying sense of the real, and as a triumph of the distance-denying human struggle for control.”

To continue discussing the Renaissance vision of history as a contest between, on the one hand, an invested and interested figural imagination and, on the other, the contrivance of disinterested cognitive distance is to repeat the error of those historians and critics of modern art who struggled interminably to overcome the legacy of Clement Greenberg by refuting him in terms that were already dialectically present in Greenberg’s own writing. For both the formalist and the political or critical reading of modern art are contained within Greenberg’s avant-gardism.

**Interference**

In seeking to transcend this dilemma we might ask: How was the question of origins addressed by the work of art? Panofsky actually pointed to the answer, in the essays collected in Studies in Iconology (1939), trackings of the artistic fortunes of iconicographic motifs such as “Father Time” or “Blind Cupid.” Here, he relaxed the historical schema implied by the “principle of disjunction,” crossing the threshold of the sixteenth century and looking directly at the fully developed Renaissance artwork, supposedly purged of temporal confusion, in a way that later, in the closing pages of Renaissance and Renascences, he was unable to do. In Studies in Iconology, he conceded that medieval attributes and features frequently “clung” to the new, archaeologically correct image of the Renaissance.

To characterize such persistences of the medieval mismatch between historical form and historical content, Panofsky borrowed a term from Oswald Spengler (without actually naming Spengler): pseudomorphosis, a term that Spengler in turn had adapted from mineralogy. Spengler had used it in his Decline of the West to denote the unwilling conformity of a new and dynamic culture to the forms and formulas of an older culture, for example, when the early Christians adopted the pagan form of the basilica. The basilica “employs the mors of the Classical to express the opposite thereof, and is unable to free itself from those means—that is the essence and the tragedy of the Pseudomorphosis.”

Although Panofsky did not dwell further on the idea of pseudomorphosis, his practical iconological readings can be understood as demonstrations of the “unwilling” and incomplete character of the early modern artwork. Silvia Ferretti has argued that Panofsky’s artwork was temporally “antinomic,” that is, it occupied two incompatible time schemes at once. On the one hand, the artwork was fixed within historical or absolute time, and on the other, it inhabited an ideal or immanent time structured by an artistic problem.

One could make the case—in defense of Panofsky—that although this antimony slips through the mesh of the periodization schema entailed by the principle of disjunction, it is brought out by the practical hermeneutic of iconological analysis.

Our own angle of approach to Ferretti’s antinomic artwork is what we have been calling the substitutional principle, which held that an image or a building was a token of a type, invoking and perpetuating an originary authority through participation in a sequence of similar tokens. The principle of substitution created conditions of real identity between one token and another, something like a magical bond. It is neither an absolute, historical conception of time nor an idealist, extrahistorical time, but another temporality altogether.

We are not proposing simply that substitution was a medieval way of thinking about artifacts that persisted but was finally vanquished in the Renaissance. Modern understanding of the Renaissance is already governed by a version of this schema: for did not Vasari say that in the Middle Ages artists were content to copy one another and only with Giotto stopped copying and began attending to nature? Since then, basically, we have heard nothing but versions of this account. It is true that in many medieval images we find an attempt to make their contents present by downplaying their historical fabrication and instead claiming magical, handleless production. Renaissance images, by contrast, were more likely put forth as authored and anchored in this world, in the saeculum. Under the theory of artifacts as singular performances emerging out of unique historical circumstances, associated with the historical rise of artist-authors in the fifteenth century, copies can be seen only as repetitions, not substitutions. But the interference between the substitutional principle of origins and the authorial or performative principle of artifact production was dynamic. Although two completely different theories of origins, substitution and performance each had its uses. In every case, it must be asked which conception of origins was in effect. Very often both conceptions were in effect at once.

The author-based theory of artifact production was neither a historical inevitability nor an enlightenment; it was not more true than the other theory. Nor can it cleanly be coordinated with other “progressive” developments, like the rise of pictorial naturalism or the revival of antiquity. Indeed, it is possible to argue that the neoclassicism of the early sixteenth century, prized by Panofsky as the product of self-conscious historical distancing, may equally reflect just the opposite trend, a deliberate reapplication of the substitution principle in the face of an emerging culture of artistic performance. Likewise, the symmetrical case can be made that new conceptions of artistic authorship arose within and against the highly substitutional tradition of painted icons—think of the emergence of Jan van Eyck’s authorial self-consciousness against the model of the Byzantine icon. The
disengagement of a few prestigious artifacts from their traditional functions and the establishment of non-labor-based and non-material-based criteria of value—the emergence, in other words, of the work of art—developed in a dialectical relation with the substitutional principle of artifact production.

The interference between the substitutional and the authorial principles had as one of its effects the emergence of the category “art forgery.” The art forgery was a historical novelty of the Renaissance. Until the late fifteenth century, when the market for art began to link value to demonstrable authorship, no one had been accused of “forging” an artwork. This criminalization of substitution came about only when the two modes of production we have been outlining entered into their dialectic. What is an art forgery if not a substitution cruelly unmasked as a mere performance? 

Archaism, aesthetic primitivism, pseudomorphic imitation, typology, forgery, misdating, citation, the deliberately “styleless” mode, ideal classicism: each of these temporal disturbances of the Renaissance image was an effect generated by conflict between the two theories of origins. The friction of mutual interference only brought out the contours of the competing theories with greater conceptual clarity. By 1500 the two principles, performative and substitutional, needed one another. No sooner had the performative mode emerged than artists began to reinforce and restage the substitutional mode in compensation. Many of the archaizing tendencies in Renaissance art, including the revival of ancient art, can be seen not simply as exercises in formal imitation but as quasi-theoretical efforts to reinstate the substitutional approach to artifact production. In works of art, like Caraccio’s picture, the principle of substitution was mobilized deliberately, and its workings revealed. A painting might do such a thing for any number of reasons: to bend the expectations of a beholder, for instance, and so generate a peculiarly aesthetic effect, or to comment negatively on the competing, performative theory of origins.

Over the course of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as prints sent pictorial ideas circulating all over Europe, and as published treatises and dialogues and ephemerally conversations created an independent culture of art, the dialectic between the two theories of production accelerated and the cycles of response and counter-response became briefer and briefer. Artistic authorship itself, which emerged in the early fifteenth century as a purely performative mode, later learned to manipulate substitution. Already by the beginning of the sixteenth century, one can almost define artistic authorship as the capacity to manipulate the two modes within the confines of an aesthetic field. It is just such a dynamic historical model, involving continual interaction between substitution, theories of artistic authorship, and self-conscious revivalism motivated by propagandistic or doctrinal principles, that has the best chance of making sense of the strange density of the bronze Christ at the center of Caraccio’s anachronistic kaleidoscope.
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Petrarch’s notion of historical periods is broadly defined, to be sure, and he formulated it when the new age of the recovery of ancient texts was just beginning, which necessitated the humanist invention of the techniques of philology, or the study of language founded in historical principles. Absent such consciousness of history, Giorgio Vasari’s conceptualization and periodization of the development of the arts in early modern Italy into three distinct periods succeeding a fourth, the maniera greca, would not have been possible. Like Lorenzo Ghiberti’s before him, Vasari’s ultimate point of departure was Pliny’s account of the historical development, or progress, of ancient art. In this respect Nagel and Wood’s polemic with Panofsky, the theme of the second half of their essay, seems too narrowly focused. So far as the arts are concerned, the roots of their complaint lie with Ghiberti, who had proudly made the setting for the ancient gemstone he thought to be the sigillum Neronis, and who in his Commentarii distinguished ancient achievement in the arts from the maniera greca that succeeded it, and further distinguished this from the modern era that commenced with Giotto and his followers. Above all, their quarrel is with Vasari.

What did the humanists actually see in their minds’ eyes when reading the ancient authors? And what did artists look for when studying the ancient models? The classical prototype for Antonio Pisanello’s famous drawing of dancing maenads is all but unrecognizable in the ill-proportioned and ungainly women he drew; the style of Bertoldo di Giovanni’s bronze battle relief is far closer to Ghiberti’s than to the marble sarcophagus on which it is actually modeled; and the young man in Benozzo Gozzoli’s drawing of one of the Quirinal horse tamers evokes not Johann Joachim Winckelmann’s noble simplicity and quiet grandeur so much as a teenage shop assistant, neither unhandsome nor out of the ordinary, who has shed his clothes in order to pose. For Warburg the answer to such questions was to be sought not only in art but also in contemporary art theory (Leon Battista Alberti and Leonardo), literature (Politian and Luigi Pulci), and such vernacular expressions of popular culture as the celebration of civic rituals (the Festa di San Giovanni and Calendimaggio). In such contexts the figures of the past appeared “not as plaster casts but in person, as figures full of life and color,” the embodiment of antiquity as the early Renaissance saw it. He offered as a prime example Baccio Baldini’s engraving of Bacchus and Ariadne, in which the deities appear just as Florentines had actually witnessed them being enacted in the carnival festivities of 1490, for which Lorenzo de’ Medici himself composed the immortal canto di carro, entitled the Canzonetta di Bacco, “Quanto è bella giovinezza.”

Warburg’s argument has been often taken up, resisted by some and adapted by others, and in the past twenty years has been the subject of vividly renewed interest in Europe, resulting in a rapidly burgeoning bibliography by German, French, and Italian scholars. I have myself tried to develop certain of his perceptions in case studies devoted to Sandro Botticelli’s Primavera and Mars and Venus, among others, advancing the argument that in the Renaissance a literal “rebirth” of antiquity (and certainly not in the Winckelmannian sense) was never the central issue. Save for a few humanist die-hards who insisted that vernacular expression was unworthy of comparison to the ancients, the far more complex ambition entitled a renovatio, a remaking of living culture by assimilating into it the more perfect forms of Greek and Roman civilizations, in art as well as in literature. In this way the living forms of the vernacular (which are the expressions of actual experience) might come to equal the achievements of the Greeks and Romans (which were, among other things, the expressions of history), or even to surpass them, as Vasari in fact believed Michelangelo had done.

Hans Belting’s Likeness and Presence is a powerful recent contribution to the problems addressed by Nagel and Wood, and it is especially pertinent in that the material discussed is for the most part religious. Belting’s point of departure is Walter Benjamin’s celebrated formulation that two polarities in particular determine the reception of a work of art: its cult value, on the one hand (a notion adumbrated by Warburg’s pioneering interest in art and ritual), and its value as an object for exhibition, on the other. Belting posits a medieval concept of the image (Bild), which has its own history that develops and changes over time but which on another level paradoxically remains always
the same. He suggests that the age of the cult image, or icon, was gradually superseded by the era of art (Kunst), originating in the Renaissance and lasting down to the present day, when “art took on a different meaning and became acknowledged for its own sake—art as invented by a famous artist and defined by a proper theory.” Belting’s concept of Kunst encompasses what Nagel and Wood call the performative principle, not really by analogy with J. L. Austin’s notion of a speech act, but according to which each work of art is understood to be the creation of an auctor, and what they call “the product of a singular historical performance.” Equally, Belting’s concept of Bild, by which he means a holy image (or icon), embraces what our authors call the principle of substitution, defined by them as sequential “reinstatiation,” or the making of “modern copies of painted icons ... understood as effective surrogates for lost originals.”

Nagel and Wood’s substitution principle would seem to me better exemplified by tracing the historical fortunes of two images in particular, the vera icon and the Man of Sorrows. Both were extremely popular, often repeated in art over a long period of time. Belting (followed in this respect by Joseph Koerner in his absorbing discussion of Albrecht Dürer’s Self-Portrait in Munich) took them as prime exemplars of an evolving theory, preceding and continuing into the era of art, of an image that could simultaneously be understood as a cult object and as embodying an aesthetic of its own. Each takes its origin from a heavily indulged icon preserved in one of the pilgrimage churches in Rome, the former the sudarium of Veronica in St. Peter’s and the latter a Byzantine icon in S. Croce in Gerusalemme that was said to record a vision of Christ granted to Saint Gregory the Great. All later depictions of the two themes explicitly refer to these two cult prototypes, for which they effectively stand as substitutes, even as it can be said (as per Nagel and Wood’s argument) that most also exemplify the “performative principle.” Dürer’s Sudarium Held by Two Angels and Domenico Fetti’s Sudarium of Veronica in the Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, are both exquisite singular performances by auctor. So, too, are depictions of the Man of Sorrows by artists as diverse as Lorenzo Monaco and Meister Francke. Even Israel van Meckenem’s literal copy of the S. Croce icon unmistakably reveals his own distinctive manner and is proudly graced by the artist’s signature. None of these examples, including van Meckenem’s engraving, attempts an exact reproduction of a relic-prototype, to which reference is made iconographically but not stylistically. This is because the prototype to which they truly refer is neither a work of art nor a relic, in the same sense, it must be added, that Theodore of Studion’s comparison, cited by Nagel and Wood, of the relation of image and prototype to the impress of a seal on various materials at different times does not refer back to an artistic prototype. The prototype is Christ. (This is also clear from the complaint made in 1439 by the Byzantine prelates at the Council of Florence that they could not recognize Christ or his saints in the works of art they saw in Italy.)

The example Nagel and Wood chose to illustrate “a clash between two different versions of the time-artifact relation” (performative and substitutional modes simultaneously at work), Vittore Carpaccio’s Saint Augustine in His Study (The Vision of Saint Augustine), is perhaps not entirely appropriate for the purpose. They call it a historical picture. But what does this mean? Although Augustine is no doubt a historical figure, Carpaccio made no attempt to show him in a fifth-century setting, which is why the painting is often claimed to be a very accurate depiction of the characteristic studiolo of a Venetian humanist cleric. Far from having an “all’antica flavor” that conjures up Augustine’s historical world, this studiolo has not a single object in it that can be securely identified as ancient. Indeed, the room seems insistently up-to-date in its furnishings, books, astronomical equipment, and even objects d’art. The bell on the saint’s desk and bronze horse on his shelf both appear to be characteristic Paduan productions of the later quattrocento, as do the statuette of Venus Felix by Antico and the bronze Resurrected Christ on the altar, deriving from the bronze Redentore made in the 1490s for the altar of S. Maria della Carità. The reasons for attributing this statue to Severo da Ravenna (of which our authors are justifiably skeptical) are that its round base, the pose of the feet, and the fatal detail of the long drapery falling all the way to the ground recall not a statue of Christ, but Severo’s marble Saint John the Baptist in the Cappella del Santo at Padua. This being so, perhaps the detail of the extended fall of drapery should be considered a styleme without iconographic significance. And perhaps the symmetrical low-relief foliage adorning the base of the bronze Redentore should be seen simply as the familiar, highly conventional decorative pattern it appears to be. If this is the case, it would follow that the bronze for S. Maria della Carità does not substitute for the prototype described by Eusebius of a miracle-working statue of Christ (which is not specified as the resurrected Christ) and the hemorrhaging woman. Moreover, it would follow that the bronze shown by Carpaccio on the altar in Augustine’s study does not substitute for Eusebius’s prototype either, especially since the statue he showed differs from its specific model of the Redentore in two iconographically crucial details: the base of the statue has been altered, omitting any depiction of foliage (whether iconographically significant or simply decorative), and the drapery falling from Christ’s arm all the way to the ground is also deleted. Although the statue depicted on Saint Augustine’s private altar has a ritual function, like everything else in the room (including the mosaic with the seraph) it is wholly consistent with the Venetian furnishings and contents of his study, which include his ecclesiastical paraphernalia, his beautifully bound books, finely crafted astrolabes and armillary spheres, and exquisite bronzes crafted by the finest artists of Carpaccio’s generation. All are uniquely appropriate to the apartments of a humanist prelate living about the year 1500.

The concept of a history painting is a surprising latecomer to the history of Renaissance art, and even paintings that we are accustomed to thinking of as “histories,” such as Giulio Romano’s in the Sala di Costantino or Francesco Salviati’s in the Sala dei Fasti Farnesiani, are discussed by contemporaries in terms of such literary genres as epic poetry. For a painter of Carpaccio’s generation the point of reference for painting an historia would of course be Alberti, whose writings were well known in the courts of north Italy. In classical Latin, as Anthony Grafton has pointed out, historia carries two related but distinct meanings, referring both to res gestae and to narrative accounts of them (narrationes). Alberti’s particular use of the term, however, is notoriously so difficult as to be the only word Cecil Grayson declined to translate into English in his exemplary edition of De pictura. Alberti’s “historia” does not really carry the meaning
“history,” certainly not exclusively so. Nor does it quite mean “story,” as it is often translated (and the examples Alberti gives of good inventions for an *istoria*, namely, the Three Graces and Apelles’ allegory of Calumny, are, properly speaking, neither stories nor histories). Alberti’s term derives from *astrapía* as used by the Byzantine rhetoricians (to whom humanist scholars were greatly indebted), who were the first to apply it to painting, meaning by it simply “a representation,” or “a painting,” and, indeed, the use of *istoria* in the sense of figura or *imago* also appears in other late medieval and Renaissance sources.15 The closest surviving English parallel is “historiated” (from the medieval *historiatus*), as applied to manuscript illumination, where it refers to the image itself, whether of men, animals, grotesques, foliate decorations, or even capital initials, and not necessarily to a narrative subject.16

However, Alberti employs another word to refer to painting, *pictura*, which encompasses the total phenomenon and all its properties (such as points, lines, light, color, spatial construction, and composition). *Historia* he calls the supreme part of the painter’s work (“sumnum pictoris opus históriá”), and it refers to the things represented (we might say “historiated”) or set forth in painting, among which he mentions human figures, horses, animals, and “every other object worthy to be seen,” including inanimate objects such as ships.17 The sense of “historiation” as a representation, or “setting forth,” also has a more abstract, but nonetheless clear, application. When in 1516 the Venetian publisher Nicolò Zopipno issued the *Facetie, fabule e motti del Piovano Arlato prete fiorentino* (reproducing the Florentine edition published a year earlier by Giovanni Stefano), he added for the edification of his Venetian audience that this was an “opera dilettelvo: vulgare in lingua tosca hystoristá,” thereby alerting them that what they were about to read was set forth, or narrated, in the Tuscan vernacular, and not in Latin or in the Venetian dialect.18

Analogously, it seems to me more satisfactory to consider Carpaccio’s *Saint Augustine in His Study* not as a history painting but as the *narratio* of an incident from the saint’s life represented in a contemporary visual vernacular, the event placed in a setting consonant with the actual lived experiences of all Venetian viewers. As such it is also an interpretation (*enarratio*), an exposition in Augustine’s sense of the word when he interpreted the Psalms for the needs of a contemporary audience, giving them new life and meaning pertinent to the present. Saints Augustine and Jerome are presented not only as historical figures but also as exempla of *παδεία*, humanist learning and training in virtue, just as they were invoked in 1471 by the Venetian legate Bernardo Giustiniani in his speech officially congratulating Sxtus IV on his elevation to the papacy.19 Carpaccio did not attempt to reconstruct a remote, historically Roman past, as Nicolas Poussin might have done, and as Andrea Mantegna did do for the *Introduzione del Culto di Cybele to Rome* or the *Triumph of Caesar*. For him the meaning of Augustine’s vision was alive in the religious and civic culture of the present, and he imagined the saints, in Warburg’s words, “not as plaster casts but in person, as figures full of life and color.” In this his painting is typical of its time, an obvious parallel being Botticelli’s fresco *Saint Augustine in His Study* in the church of the Ognissanti, as well as its companion, Domenico Ghirlandaio’s *Saint Jerome in His Study*, which together depict the very same episode shown by Carpaccio.20 The only difference is that the Florentines set the miraculous event in humanist studies that are not Venetian but of their own city, just as in the *Saint Jerome in His Study* putatively ascribed to Jan van Eyck (which was owned by the Medici and was a precedent for Botticelli and Ghirlandaio) the saint appears serenely at work in a study in Bruges.21 None should be considered anachronistic but instead as an affirmation of contemporary culture and its foundation in the cultures of religious and humanistic learning of the past. In a similar way, Carpaccio’s *Saint George Slaying the Dragon*, like *Saint Augustine in His Study* part of the series of paintings he undertook for the Scuola di S. Giorgio degli Schiavoni, depicts the saint as the very model of contemporary chivalric culture, he and his horse outfitted in completely up-to-date armor and harnessing. The painting is characteristic of Renaissance depictions of the popular subject of Saint George, including Raphael’s for the duke of Urbino. In that painting Saint George appears as the *preux chevalier par excellence*, and Raphael, with no sense of anachronism, honored his patron by showing Saint George displaying the English order of the garter, which only recently had been bestowed on Federico da Montefeltro.

About the second half of Nagel and Wood’s paper I have little to add. It is devoted to an extended critique of the “powerful model” argued by Panofsky in *Renaissance and Renascences*, which they claim has never since been challenged. Panofsky’s book has certainly had its influence, as it should, especially on medievalists, who have responded to his notion of “renascence,” in particular as it modifies Charles Homer Haskins’s classic discussion of the twelfth-century “Renaissance.” So far as Renaissance scholars are concerned, however, I am not sure that in actual practice Panofsky’s theoretical claim has even been noticed, posing as it does that the Renaissance only began with Botticelli and Mantegna. It was they, according to Panofsky’s “principle of disjunction,” who for the first time attempted to unite classical form (pathos) with its own subject matter (ethos), in an effort not fully realized until the time of Raphael and what we normally call the High Renaissance. To be frank, this was an extreme, even eccentric, reconceptualization of the Renaissance, which historically (and I think rightly) had been understood to originate nearly two hundred years before with the beginnings of the recovery of ancient letters, with Petrarch, and with Giotto. It has had little effect on scholars of trecento and quattrocento art, who continue to think of themselves as students of the Renaissance, though it has perhaps encouraged some medievalists (though I doubt encouragement was needed) to extend their own researches later in time, emphasizing continuities rather than positing a decisive break with the Middle Ages. Some of the best work in this respect has again been done by Belting, himself a medievalist, who, however, has been especially sensitive to the fundamentally new social structures of reality, based in lived experience, that inform the narrative and allegorical paintings of the trecento, which he terms vernacular (“vollersprachliche Gebildeten”) and which indeed often include lengthy inscriptions in the vernacular.22 I might add that it is surely significant that while earlier iconic paintings of the Virgin in the *maniera greca* completely hide the Madonna’s hair beneath her mantle, we find that in the trecento instead, as in Simone Martini’s *Annunciation* for the cathedral of Siena, tresses of golden hair the color of Laura’s begin to slip out from beneath their cover and can be seen framing her face. A more radical recasting of the associations inherent in the traditional
icon, endowing the Queen of Heaven with the normative attributes of the beauty of the Petrarchan beloved, could scarcely be imagined.25

As I suggested at the beginning, it seems to me that Nagel and Wood’s specific focus on Panofsky distorts the historiography of twentieth-century criticism of Renaissance art, especially as regards the universally high evaluation accorded the classical solution (which I think they are right to call Renaissance “neoclassicism,” a style identifiable in particular—as the polemic between Giovanni Pietro Bellori and Carlo Cesare Malvasia makes clear—with the local school of Rome in the sixteenth century). The most extreme affirmation of the primacy of the classical solution was made by E. H. Gombrich, who claimed that “relativism in these matters can easily be exaggerated,” that the norms achieved by Raphael in lucid narrative and presenting physical beauty “have a permanent meaning,” and who concluded that “I know quite well that ideals of beauty vary from country to country and age to age, but I still think we know what we mean when we call Raphael’s Madonnas more beautiful than Rembrandt’s, even though we may like Rembrandt’s better.”26

Whatever one may think of this statement, there are those nowadays who might opt for Rembrandt, who would question the exclusive permanence of one set of expressive values—the classic as opposed to the contingency of all other alternatives—especially in forms that have been so easily adapted to the requirements of various strains of authoritarianism, whether ecclesiastical or of the state, whether fascist or Stalinist, or whether put to the service of an elite ruling class or a triumphalist capitalism. It is this that (only) partly accounts for sharply renewed recent interest in Warburg’s preoccupation with the irrational, the darker, the Diomystan in Friedrich Nietzsche’s sense, aspects of the afterlife (Nachleben) of antiquity in the Renaissance (a sample of which, as the observers may, be found in Georges Didi-Huberman’s above-cited study of Warburg, L’image survivante). It is most emphatically true, nevertheless, that the classical solution of the High Renaissance in Rome, of Raphael above all, still retains its force undiminished, and it is a model no less created by Panofsky or Gombrich. Faith in that solution underpins virtually all scholarship of the past two centuries, from the moment in 1797 when Friedrich Schlegel first defined “classicism” in relation to the arts.25 It was especially powerful among the entire generation of scholars who lived through the darkest days of twentieth-century irrationality, despotism, and brutality and who found historical warrant for the humane values of Renaissance arts and literature (also the products of turbulent times) in Renaissance Neoplatonism and in the revival of the Greek notion of ποιήσις, translated by Battista Guarino in the mid-fifteenth century as the studia humanitatis.26

Knowledge does increase, and it is certainly true that the achievements of nineteenth- and twentieth-century history and philology greatly surpass those of the Renaissance. But it increases incrementally, and Isaac Casaubon’s demonstration that the corpus of Hermetic writings had been dated far too early by Renaissance scholars and theologians (who had been drawn to them precisely because of their presumed antiquity, their distance from the present) did not bring to a halt the search for the priscia theologia; any more than did an inability to read the Egyptian hieroglyphs correctly. Similarly, even as sophisticated quantitative mensuration came gradually to superecede the qualitative analyses of medieval science, alchemists and astrologers serenely continued their work. Galen’s pneumatological physiology continued to influence medical practice long after William Harvey proved the circulation of blood, and Sir Isaac Newton is as famous for his superstitions as for his calculus and his science. For these reasons it seems to me that Nagel and Wood’s understanding of Renaissance conceptions of history is skewed and would indeed be more apt (as their citation of Richard Krautheimer acknowledges) as a description of a medieval perspective. To suggest that in the Renaissance chronological particularity was less developed than in later centuries is a truism, but this does not mean that an awareness of distance from the past did not exist. Manuel Chrysoloras’s remark that only in images is it possible to see things as they actually appeared in the time they were made strikes me as an extraordinarily precocious affirmation of the evidentiary value of artifacts (whether statues, coins, or other objects) for the study of history. It certainly does not seem to be, as our authors claim, evidence for a continuing “anachronistic force of images” or for the dominance of typological over chronological forms of thinking by humanist historians.

As Lorenzo de’ Medici wrote in his preface to the Raccolta armonose, it was necessary to study both ancient and earlier Tuscan letters in order to water the gardens of present-day literature, that they might produce even more beautiful flowers. Donatello’s bronze David was conceived in emulation of an ancient bronze Mercury, now lost, then in the possession of the humanist Niccolò Niccoli. Botticelli’s Birth of Venus (Warburg’s bewegte Beizwerk and all) consciously places the artist, beyond any doubt aided by the philological knowledge of Politian, in a historic rivalry with Apelles and with the Roman sculptor of the Medici Venus.27 We began with Petrarch’s broad distinction between an ancient past and the Christian era succeeding it, which certainly does not give evidence of fine chronological distinctions. Ghiberti’s distinction between antiquity, a period of decline after Constantine and Pope Sylvester, and the modern era is scarcely more finely tuned. However, Lorenzo Valla was contemporaneously applying a far more discriminatory, critically sensible, and erudite historical judgment in his proof that the Donation of Constantine was a forgery. And in 1516, just about a decade after Caraccio’s Saint Augustine in His Study, Desiderius Erasmus in his magisterial Divi Eusebii Hieronymi Stromdris opera omnia rejected as pious forgeries the very letters, attributed to Augustine and Cyril of Jerusalem, that relate the miracle of Saint Jerome’s posthumous appearance to the bishop of Hippo, hence striking from the canon the very texts on which Caraccio’s imagery depended. The letters were filled, he said, with glaring anachronisms and were written in a Latin so bad that “balbutieth ipse Tullius.” Even Cicero, if forced to speak it, would have stuttered.28
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4. Lorenzo de’ Medici, Opre, ed. Tiziano Zanato (Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1992), 357.


11. Brown, Venice and Antiquity, 248. The contemporaneity of Carpaccio’s setting itself explains the tendency among scholars, including Brown, to hypothesize that Augustine is portrayed with the features of Cardinal Bessarion, a notion that has received formidable support from Vittorio Brandi. The identification has been exploded by Augusto Gentili, Le storie di Carpaccio: Venezia, i Turchi, e gli Ebrei (Venice: Aliberti, 1996), 85–90, who is the only scholar I know to have examined the question closely. Gentili compares Carpaccio’s saint with Gentile Bellini’s portrait in Vienna of the white-bearded Bessarion, his spectacularly bulbous nose almost as outsized as his intellect, who could not conceivably be the same man painted by Carpaccio. He suggests that Carpaccio may have portrayed Angelo Leonino, a major benefactor of the Scuola di S. Giorgio degli Schiavoni, as Augustine, and he moreover proposes that Bessarion may appear as the old, white-bearded, bulbous-nosed monk shown at the left of Carpaccio’s Exequies of Saint Jerome in one of the companion pictures to Saint Augustine in His Study (which, properly considered, takes as its subject a miracle of Saint Jerome, one of the dedicatees of the Scuola).

12. Nagel and Wood rightly follow Zygmunt Wambizinski in identifying the statuette of Venus as a copy of Antonio’s Venus Felix, though not the virtuous version in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, with its fine gilt hair and drapery and its silvered eyes. Carpaccio reproduced an unglided cast, similar to those preserved in Naples (Museo di Capodimonte) and London (the Victoria and Albert Museum); see A. H. Alli-
Response:  
Nihil sub Sole Novum  
Michael Cole

In the field of Renaissance art history, we can usually assign makers’ names to works, and so we do: we avail ourselves of biographical information of a sort that would, for earlier periods, be unimaginable, and we insert the objects we study into stories of their makers’ lives. Our field also provides an unusually rich documentation about how things were made; its wealth of writings about everything from the techniques and technologies of the workshop to the principles of design and composition tempus to think back from works to their production, to see the object as the result of a vividly knowable operation. We can even aspire to drawing the very words we bring to art from a vintage language of making, one devoted already in the period to the manners and modes of visual expression: the Renaissance was the first moment to see concepts like “hand” and “school,” even “style,” applied to visual works, the first period to fashion artists themselves by mythologizing their real or imagined activities. For these reasons and others, it can seem almost natural to approach Renaissance artifacts with what Nagel and Wood call a “performative” theory of origin. And precisely because the material itself seems to invite this, we too seldom reflect on the art historical habits that Nagel and Wood acutely characterize.

The fact that Nagel and Wood must resurrect Erwin Panofsky to find a worthy interlocutor suggests that what they present is not just a new theory but an almost forgotten question. If we agree, moreover, that historians of Renaissance art, despite Panofsky’s example, seldom question the basis of the periodization that defines their field, it will come as little surprise that in seeking comparanda for their own model, Nagel and Wood look especially to areas of study that, in part out of necessity, cast their own objects in a different light. More specifically, what Nagel and Wood at least sometimes seem to advocate is that we look at our materials as a medievalist might. This comes through in their recommendations for further reading (Richard Krautheimer, Mary Carruthers, Cyril Mango). It also echoes in a number of their sharpest formulations. Reading that “the dominant metaphor” in the substitution model “is that of the im-

press or the cast,” for example, I could not help but think of Gerhard Wolf’s recent book, Schleier und Spiegel, which explores the way that Renaissance conceptions of the picture depended on but also departed from medieval ideas about the image of Christ—especially the *vera icon*, or “true image,” the face left on the veil that Saint Veronica laid against it. One of the things that intrigues Wolf is how in the years leading up to the Renaissance, the notion of the “original” that the *vera icon* exemplified began to change: continued reverence for and copying of the *sudarium* notwithstanding, artists gradually began to move their own work, composed in the head or in the heart, into the position of the *Urbild*, or prototype.1 Wolf’s book, in turn, is most pointedly in dialogue with Hans Belting’s *Bild und Kult* (translated into English as *Likeness and Presence*), a survey that describes itself as “a history of the image before the era of art.” The scope of Belting’s study is somewhat broader than Wolf’s, but here, too, the manufactured object is frequently counterposed to the replica—the idea, as Nagel and Wood elegantly put it, of “types associated with mythical, dimly perceived origin and enforcing general structural or categorical continuity across sequences of tokens.” Consider how Belting taxonomizes the earliest prints: on the one hand, there was the mass-produced devotional image, “a substitute or derivative that spoke not with its own voice but with the voice of its model”; on the other, the sheet that explored new compositions, above all, the engraving, which “soon became an opportunity to demonstrate technical virtuos-ity and thematic inventiveness.”2 Or again, here in more dialectical fashion, witness the way Belting thinks about Netherlandish panel painting: “It is not an invention,” he writes of a *Madonna and Child* in Kansas City often attributed to Hayne of Brussels, “but repeats the very type on which its cult value depended. At the same time, however, it is a product by the hand of an eminent painter, whose technique and style determined its artistic value.”3 One gets the impression that for Belting, what defines the waning of the Middle Ages is the coexistence, even within the same work, of “the image” and “art.”

Comparing what Nagel and Wood refer to as the “principle of substitution” with Belting’s idea of the *Bild* or with Wolf’s em-
blem of the “veil,” accordingly, brings some of what is new in Nagel and Wood’s model of anachronism into sharper focus. Notable, to begin with, is their insistence that the topic that concerns them is specifically that of Renaissance anachronism. Nagel and Wood reject what “all parties”—not just Panofsky, they remark, but also Krautheimer and Georges Didli-Huber-
man—agree on: “that the Italian Renaissance imposed the con-
trivance of cognitive distance on the fluid, memory-based mod-
els of historical time that prevailed in the Middle Ages.” The polemic of the essay, in other words, is directed not only against the way Renaissance scholars approach their field but also against the way medievalists frame theirs. With Belting and Wolf, too, we might observe, it is in contrast to the medieval tradition of the iconic image, the divine picture that authenticates even its copies as “true,” that the period we think of as the Renaissance gains definition. Though the idea of a picture that is, as it were, guaranteed by an earlier one survives into the sixteenth century, that survival is shadowed by a broader paradigm shift. For Bel-
ing, the forces that began working against the old idea include the rise of art collecting and, eventually, the Reformation; for Wolf, they include the recovery of classical etiologies of the image and the invention of new ones. In both books, nothing is more transformative than the growing internalization of images, the sense, increasingly common in the later Middle Ages, that the image might both press on and flow from the imagination.

To question the contours of these accounts is to open up new horizons for historians of Renaissance art: when we’re looking for what is different, or original, in our period, we invariably find it; what Nagel and Wood’s powerful thesis offers is a way to break the circle. Their arguments, it seems to me, give us new terms for thinking, for example, about the centrality of copying in most of Renaissance Europe’s artistic pedagogies, about the willingness, especially among the his-
torically minded to destroy older works that had found better modern doubles, and about what it might mean for the works of a modern painter or architect to become “iconic.” At the same time, the objects that served as watersheds for the authors mentioned above—frequently those that most insist-
tently draw our attention to performance—are likely to present Nagel and Wood with some of their most challenging territory. When Jan van Eyck makes a panel that, in its way, repeats the portrait of Christ that a series of predecessors had left him, then signs and dates the work, declaring it to be a painting of his own creation and of his own moment, this looks indeed like “the emergence of authorial self-conscious-
ness against the model of the Byzantine icon.” Less easy to see is how that same picture, or any following its example, can still also allow a point of view according to which “no human subject is involved.” Wolf underscores the fact that van Eyck’s copists, in turn, repeated not only the date they found on his picture but also the signature;² can we continue to maintain, in view of a work like this, that “[t]he literal circumstances and the historical moment of an artifact’s material execution were not routinely taken as components of its meaning or function”⁴? And if this is true of van Eyck’s work—and not just of the copy done after it—why should we take it as an example of Renaissance anachronism, rather than as an indication that artists and viewers alike remained conceptual denizens of the long Middle Ages? At the end of the essay, the authors write: “We are not proposing simply that substitution was a

medieval way of thinking about artifacts that persisted but was finally vanquished in the Renaissance.” They do seem to be proposing, though, that it was a medieval way of thinking, and that it persisted: Is the resistance, then, just to the idea that the medieval principle of substitution eventually succumbed to the logic of performance? Does the principle of substitution, as they see it, continue to hold into the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth centuries?

Another area in which Nagel and Wood’s model stands apart from other characterizations of the substitutionary image is in the way that it handles (or declines to handle) categoric subject matter. Wolf and Belting alike, with varying degrees of explicitness, circumscribe the kinds of things to which they mean their arguments to apply. Though Belting’s subtitle promises nothing less than a history of the image, he identifies this largely with the icon tradition, and Wolf’s core material primarily consists of representations of Christ. What Nagel and Wood describe, by contrast, is a single model that applies universally: “images and buildings were understood as tokens of types”; “all artifacts—not just statues but also chairs, panel paintings, even churches—were understood in the pre-
modern period to have a double historicity”; “the pattern of dialectical interference between the two theories so clearly diagrammed by Carpaccio’s painting was constitutive of all European art in this period.” Where the temporality of the artwork was concerned, in other words, there was, for Renais-
sance artists and viewers, no difference in principle between icons and other manufactured objects.

Such an approach would elide or minimize the relevance of a whole series of antitheses that early texts might seem to encourage. Klaus Krüger has recently stressed, for example, that when the Oratorians at the Chiesa Nuova in Rome commissioned an altarpiece from Peter Paul Rubens, the documents (including a letter by the artist himself) distin-
guished between the quadro, the painting Rubens was to deliver, and the immagine, the miraculous icon it was to ornament.⁵ The idea that those two kinds of picture would require two different terms seems consistent with the con-
trasts that Belting has drawn, and even with his reference to the crucial premodern category as that of the “image.” Other writings—especially those concerned with issues of pictorial decorum—confront the issue of the models to which works of either sort might be related. The Mantuan cleric Gregorio Comanini, for example, borrowing his terms from Plato, disinguished between icaistic imitations, pictures made after things in nature, and fantastic imitations, inventions generated from the painter’s own fantasia and having their basis primarily in the imagination. The distinction bore directly on the kind of seriality that Nagel and Wood describe. The fact that the fantastic subject, as Comanini saw it, was one “never before drawn by anyone else,”⁶ “never before created,”⁷ made it suspect in certain religious contexts: the speakers in Coma-
nini’s dialogue admire Arcimboldo for his hybrids, but when they come to consider a representation of God the Father as an old man, they are satisfied only after they establish that the image was not a result of caprice but a derivation from the biblical vision of Daniel, and therefore, effectively, an autho-
ized image in the tradition of the icon.⁸ Comanini’s generic categories are premised, that is, on the belief that there were in the Renaissance works without precedent, and in this he
was not alone. One decade earlier, Gabriele Paleotti had compiled a list of painted religious subjects he considered “new” or “lacking in certain authority.” And Paleotti’s attention to the matter, in turn, was undoubtedly prompted by the 1563 decrees of the Council of Trent, which had proscribed the display of anything that might be regarded as an “unwonted image.” What is important here is not the dogma that Tridentine writers attempted to explain but the fact that sixteenth-century thinkers understood a broad group of pictures, including sacred pictures, to have veered from the principle of the prototype. These consisted not merely of images that could be claimed not to have been based on other images—paintings inspired directly by texts, for example—but also of images that seemed to have come essentially from nowhere. When Catholic writers and artists, in the same period, insisted that modern painting, sculpture, and architecture be reconnected to Early Christian images and practices, it was in part against such “unwonted” pictures (or what they took to be such pictures) that they were reacting.

The publications of the cleric and Farnese courtier Giovanni Andrea Gilio da Fabriano raise still more pointed questions. To a degree, Gilio’s concerns resemble those that later exercised Comanini: to demarcate art and truth and to establish guidelines for judging and respecting the difference. Where Comanini framed the problem in terms of portrayal and ideation, however, Gilio was more interested in literary form. He divided painting into “historical” subjects, essentially depictions of true events (including future events that the Bible foretold), and “poetic” ones, those that showed fabricated stories, adding a third, mixed mode that combined elements of both. In the course of discussing this last category, he directly engaged the topic of anachronism. Recalling that critics had faulted Virgil for employing “Cataprolepsim, that is, anticipation in time, or in history, which is nothing other than saying later that which should have been said first, which is nothing other than a change in order,” the speakers in his dialogue go on to consider a motif Michelangelo placed at the center of his depiction of the Flood in the Sistine ceiling, a kind of boat that the speakers ultimately agree to be one that Noah’s contemporaries could not have built. Comparing this instance of anticipatio to other representational curiosities (the depiction of the Greek poet Orpheus in Roman garb, the posing of the Quirinal horse tamers in such a way that they act as though they hold bridles when in fact they do not), what emerges is that Gilio considers at least Michelangelo’s version of anachronism to be a fiction. For Gilio, prolepsis was a “figure,” a rhetorical device employed to augment the beauty of the work. Because it compromised the unity of the scene, he maintained, it should be employed only sparingly.

As Nagel and Wood remind us, terming anachronism a “figure” evokes premodern conceptions of time, especially Christian time; theologically informed artists and writers, as Didi-Huberman has also argued, would have been familiar with a system of thinking in which, “as a result of the figural relation, every individual story drawn from Holy Scripture becomes a commemorated past, a prefigured future, and a mysterious present.” Gilio himself, a Dominican priest, must have been well versed in such ideas. Yet this only makes it all the more remarkable that he brings the problem of anachronism into the competition between history and invention in the way that he does, treating it as a signal that the work it shapes is not quite a “historical” subject. Gilio’s terms, to be sure, date to the very late end of the period that interests Nagel and Wood. The broader question his text raises, however, pertains to the earlier decades, too: Where the performative and the substitutive, the poetic and the historical, can be distinguished, does the distinction produce two ways of looking at the same object, or two kinds of object altogether (noting, in either case, that the overlap between the two sides may generate a category in itself)? Is a single model of “Renaissance” anachronism sufficient for Leonardo’s *Historia* and Titian’s *Poesie*, as well as for icons, buildings, and chairs?

It makes sense that the statue on the altar of Carpaccio’s painting should so crystallize the issues Nagel and Wood raise: readers of Wolf will expect the image of Christ to be a substitute, and in the “era of art,” to run up against the implication of the conspicuously and self-consciously artificed work. It is no accident that Didi-Huberman, too, uses the representation of Christ as a primary reference point, and that Belting, like Nagel and Wood, draws attention to Eusebius’s account of the bronze statue at Panes. One does not, however, expect the same of, say, Mantegna’s Camera degli Sposi, or even, to take one of their examples, of Botticelli’s *Primavera*. This is, perhaps, the most counterintuitive claim Nagel and Wood make: that the works we admire precisely because they have no precedents would, to Renaissance viewers, have seemed “an ersatz for some earlier, now absent artifact.” If we think of the *Primavera*, following Charles Dempsey, as a work that could not but for the coming together of Botticelli and Politian and for the festival culture that marked Lorenzo the Magnificent’s new golden age, how are we to understand that it would have been appreciated for “the referential authority of the work, its transmission of authoritative content, rather than those context-reflexive elements that advertise the moment of the artifact’s production”?

These may be the exceptions that prove the rule. For one could always make the case that the Renaissance, with its interminable sequences of Madonnas, was on the whole distinctly lacking in invention. Nagel and Wood suggest that art historical discourses, built around ideas of authorship and style, are “structurally compelled to misrecognize” the dialectic of the performative and the substitutive, yet do we not teach our students, in their very first encounters with the field, to rely on the inherent repetitiveness of the Western tradition, identifying what they have not seen by assuming its likeness to what they have (or, in a pinch, consulting that great rebuttal to all fantasies of innovation, James Hall’s *Subjects and Symbols in Art*? And do we not ourselves, whenever we go source hunting, assuming that the meaning of the work will disclose itself in the knowledge of whence it derives, do the same? Let us hope that Nagel and Wood, turning their lights on the way things relate to their prototypes, provoke all their readers to seriously reexamine the repetitious. We may long have needed Nagel and Wood’s thesis to be true, even if we didn’t know it.
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Response:
Time Out of Joint

Claire Farago

And—to pose a question that sums up all of the others—what do we mean by “anachronism”?—Hubert Damisch, “The Theme of Choosing,” 1992

What Erich Auerbach understood as an “omnitemporal” scheme of history that attempts to adopt God’s point of view through figurative thinking, grasping history all at once, Wood and Nagel develop into a brilliant reading of material works of art as “the capacity of the figure to embody materially its own signified.” But is it surprising that Wood and Nagel do not acknowledge that their art historical ruminations perform (at a metacritical level) the same operations that occupy the depicted humanist saint in his studio, surrounded by works of art? The most obvious typological structure in Carpaccio’s painting is (the presumed) Cardinal Bessarion’s imitation of Saint Augustine. A memorializing portrait that captures its sitter receiving a lesson in humility offers many parallels to their stratified acts of interpretation, not the least of which are the multiple ways in which they tease out of the picture a series of distinctions between the discursive manner in which humans come to knowledge over time and the timeless presence of divine knowledge.

The topic of “anachronism” was discussed at length by historians of what came to be known as the French Annales school to express philosophical doubts about the practice of history as an exact science. Reconsiderations of the historian’s “sin of sins,” as Lucien Febvre referred to “anachronism” in 1942, were initially framed by Marc Bloch and Febvre, who worried about historians projecting their mental “equipment [matériel]” onto other eras. The influential concepts of mentalité and longue durée emerged in response to the question of how, if ever, the past is objectively portrayed, given that historians necessarily approach the past from the present, anachronistically, “like a movie reel that is unwound in the opposite direction from which it is viewed.” In other parts of Europe, most famously in Frankfurt, where another “school” was simultaneously forming, similar discussions of the contingency of historical truth developed on the same Marxist foundation. The most sophisticated theoretical model of “anachronism” conceived as a term operating in opposition to “chronism” is undoubtedly Walter Benjamin’s notion of the “dialectical image.” Any methodological consideration of “anachronism” for the practice of art history deserves to be situated in the context of these conundrums and unfolding critiques of existing models of historical time in relation to the historian’s subjectivity. The artwork’s complex relation to time has always been central to the debates, though they took shape outside the discipline of art history. Karl Marx’s contribution was considerable: the artwork’s temporality was integral to his analysis of the commodity, laying the foundation for all future discussion on the understanding that what it means to do history must address what history does to members of society. After the revolutions of 1848–50 were crushed throughout Continental Europe, Marx and Friedrich Engels retreated to England, where they revised their short-term plans for attaining social justice through revolution into a long-range educational program intended to prepare the working class for leadership. For the next decade, the British Museum library served as Marx’s humanist study. Not since his shattering critique of the political economy in terms of
the social relations involved in the production of commodities had European intellectuals been as politically engaged with the ongoing social crisis as they were during the years that World War II devastated Europe. The sudden loss of civil liberties, persecution, and genocide—the failed dream of the modern nation-state and its escalating nightmares—were the living conditions of the historians who first questioned the scientific historian’s techniques of factual representation and linked them to explicitly political agendas.

Wood and Nagel seem to want to position themselves in relation to existing discussions of anachronism by locating a different sense of historical time, one that existed prior to the development of the hegemonic chronological narratives of modern nation-states that Bloch and Fevère, no less than Max Horkheimer, Theodor Adorno, Herbert Marcuse, and Benjamin, disdained in their critical writings. But the context of the discussion in which Wood and Nagel wish to participate has lost sight of its political engagement with society at large, transforming urgent concerns with social justice into the reductive terms of a debate directed to revising existing disciplinary and subdisciplinary practices. In Torn Halves: Political Conflict in Literary and Cultural Theory (1996), Robert Young argues that the dialectical form of theoretical conflicts, far from tearing academic institutions apart, constitutes their necessary structure. These “torn halves of an integral freedom” never add up because the dialectical structure of academic dissenion reproduces the economy of capitalism itself. What is the point of making “anachronism” a self-reflexive tool for interrogating the hegemonic structures of chronologically organized historical narratives today? I would like to broaden the terms of discussion, and it will be useful to dwell on the role that Marx assigned to the work of art, which has an unexcavated history of its own in the same historical continuum as Auerbach’s “omnitemporal” scheme, Leonard Barkan’s archaeological scheme, and Wood and Nagel’s “principle of substitution”/“principle of performativity,” which might just be two modern names for the same dialectical phenomenon seen from different, mutually exclusive points of view.

Historical time conceived as a chain of replicas somewhat resembles the structure of typological exegesis, Wood and Nagel observe, and both resemble the structure of “dialectical anachronism” defined as the strategic juxtaposition of heterogeneous moments in time. Yet the substitution of an “ana-chronical” structure for a “chronological” one does not eliminate the need to legitimize the reality of the historical account. It is crucial for the narrator to articulate his or her position in relation to the events narrated. Marx posed the question of why we moderns still find aesthetic appeal in the cultural products of past and different societies. For Marx and Engels, Trotsky, and Lenin, to name some of the most famous political analysts to address this question, the work of art is far richer and more “opaque” than political and economic theory. The work of art yields insight into the realities that ideology hides from view. The specifics of Marx’s arguments, grounded in typological assumptions of the nineteenth century, are probably less interesting than the way he framed the question.

In his reading of Marx, Jacques Derrida observed that “if a work of art can become a commodity, and if this process seems fated to occur, it is also because the commodity began [historically] by putting to work, in one way or another, the principle of art itself.” There are two fundamental ways in which the concrete work of art, in its distinctly modern sense that the word acquired by the late fifteenth century, prefigures the nineteenth-century commodity. First, because works of art commanded price and prestige beyond the cost of their manufacture, they illustrate Marx’s concept of surplus value, source of both the capitalist’s profit and the worker’s exploitation. Second, because the work of art is too complex to be explained in terms of base and superstructure alone, it provided Marx with a test case for developing a theoretical model sufficiently subtle to explain the political economy. The majority of writing on art in the Marxian critical tradition obscures the relations and oppositions between artwork and commodity, however, and pressures to erase these distinctions entirely (thereby maintaining their conflation) persist in all fields, including art history, art criticism, museology, and visual and material culture studies.

Precedents for Marx’s general notion of the work of art exist in philosophy and political theory, where the Thomistic/Aristotelian understanding of the work of art as a unified composition appeared as a paradigm for productive legislation in discussions by seventeenth-century political philosophers. Long-standing associations existed between philosophical “reflection” as the quintessential activity of human judgment and the order that actual works of art manifest. John Locke’s 1690 Essay Concerning Human Understanding is an important philosophical precedent for the abstract idea of the work of art as the product of “reflection and deliberation.” Human knowledge is acquired in successive stages, according to Locke, and when knowledge is finally gained, the order of things within the mind will be displayed simultaneously. That is, the activity of reflection disposes knowledge, arranging it in a manner comparable to visual order. And this analogy is not surprising, given the longevity of the theory that cognition proceeds on the model of vision. René Descartes and many other philosophers combined the language of rhetoric and optics to distinguish the “clarity” or “distinctness” of ideas represented in the mind from “dark” impressions at the “lowest” levels of conscious attention. Beyond this, the description of human knowledge as a simultaneous display recalls descriptions of God’s omniscient gaze. Both kinds of “time” were defined as a divine proportion, or harmony, for example, in a well-known passage of Leonardo da Vinci’s defense of painting, where painting is judged as if it were a creation of nature: “In effect, whatever there is in the universe by essence, presence, or imagination, the painter has it first in his mind and then in his hands, which are of such excellence that in an equal time they generate a proportioned harmony, as things do in a single glance.”

While Jacob Burckhardt drew explicit analogies between actual works of art and the state as a work of art, the same metaphors played out somewhat differently for Marx. Marx used the abstract example of the work of art to put his own schematic account of social relations involved in the production of commodities into question—a motif he probably borrowed from political theory. He also used the figures of the fetish and the camera obscura, two kinds of human artifact at the opposite ends of the spectrum of made things, as concrete metaphors to aid his analysis of the multiple ways in which commodities appear unified but mask an underlying
set of contradictions and conflicts. Marx’s reading of things as concrete metaphors and his theoretical appreciation of the work of art might have derived from Thomas Hobbes’s comparison of pro ductive legislation, which “makes” a commonwealth, with God’s creation of the world, where the underlying paradigm of the work of art connoted an illusory unity in the way that anamorphic art does—and also like Marx’s camera obscura. In a sense, both Burchardt’s cultural history of Italy and Marx’s contemporaneous writings on political economy are self-consciously fabricated “works of art” by their authors’ own definitions of the term and in keeping with long-standing conventions for discussing beauty in philosophy and political theory.

The pejorative charge of anachronism as the inadmissible confusion of periods or eras presupposes that the accuser knows what the correct time of history is. Even though Bloch and Fevre understood the reductiveness of positivist historians’ conception of historical time in this sense, the Annales school notion of the longue durée never called into question the ideological effects of chronological time itself, as Hubert Damisch recognized in the passage excerpted at the beginning of this text. Benjamin, on the other hand, developed the Marxist understanding that art is a social practice into the argument that the revolutionary artist develops existing forces of artistic production to create new social relations between the artist and audience. Howard Caygill glosses Benjamin’s concept of a dialectical cultural history as a concrete illustration of what it might mean to rub history against its grain in this manner. The decisive element in establishing new social relations through writing or other revolutionary ways of making art is not the restitution of past suffering by the present, which would be for the present to come into complete possession of the past, but rather the impossibility of ever possessing the past. A dialectical cultural history, which would recognize that the past can unsettle and disrupt the present, is possible if it adopts “the destructive element which authenticates both dialectical thought and the experience of the dialectical thinker.” The “destructive element” refers to the possibility that the reserve of the past will destroy aspects of the present and open it to the future. Ultimately, historical materialism fails to achieve this because its practitioners prescribe in advance the relation between past and present, selecting what is relevant and why it is relevant and reducing the past to items in an inventory of the present.

Disciplinarity and professionalism do not excuse intellectuals from taking responsibility for the effects of the knowledge they produce beyond their own narrow specializations. The ways in which the subfields of art history and its neighboring humanistic fields of study are framed have wide-ranging concrete effects in and well beyond Western Europe that are crucially implicated in contemporary thought and action. Yet most contemporary discussion among art historians of “anachronism” as a creative interpretative paradigm has not acknowledged the culturally and historically specific nature of chronology as a Western, European construct.

The most fundamental problem at hand for conceptualizing disciplinary knowledge as an ethical practice is the notion of identity itself. Emmanuel Lévinas has argued for a notion of truth that is at considerable odds with the dominant rationalist one: his framework relies on the lived experience of the other. Against a notion of the truth as the instrument of a mastery being exercised by the knower over areas of the unknown as he or she brings them within the fold of the same, Levinas proposes that there is a form of truth that is totally alien to me, that I do not discover within myself, but that calls on me from beyond me, and it requires me to leave the realms of the known and of the same in order to settle in a land that is under its rule. And this other is not a threat to be reduced, nor an object given to a knowing subject, but that which constitutes me as an ethical being. In this encounter I discover my responsibility for the existence of this other, a responsibility at the root of all my decisions: this is the ground of my response-ability—that is, my capacity to communicate with others and with myself in noncoercive ways.

Connections between foundational critiques of disciplinariness as such and the concrete project of critiquing a given disciplinary practice are often obscure. It may be one thing to critically assess practices that conform to existing disciplinary expectations, but it is often quite another to question the configuration itself. Nonetheless, unless the subject position of the critic in the institution is brought into the equation, the past will always haunt the present, and the most significant epistemological and ethical issues remain unarticulated and unaddressed. The specter is invisible in the mirror, as Derrida put it, and this condition can either haunt us in the manner of the ghost of Hamlet’s father reminding us that “time is out of joint” or we can remember our past, learn from it in the present, and use the lessons to devise a better future.

Regarding the standing of anachronism in current debates over the status and nature of historical time, Sanjay Seth writes that “constituting an object as an object of historical investigation” involves dividing it from our present, marking it off as different, definitively separated from the present, yet the practices and protocols by which we do so are always those of the present (what else could they be?). The current methods, which have erased these events and transformed them into codes or problematic issues of research, nonetheless bear evidence of former structurings and forgotten histories. Thus founded on the rupture between a past that is its object and a present that is the place of its practice, “history endlessly finds the present in its object and the past in its practice.” Yet “history” cannot do precisely this in the case of the non-Western world. Here, history continues “to find the present in its object,” but it does not find “the past in its practice,” for the past of non-Western countries is not history’s past. It follows that history is not a fact of the world that is more or less accurately represented, but rather that it is only one way for a society to constitute the past and establish a relation with it. To live in history, and to wish to write it, is not a universal anthropological postulate, but it is a certain way to conceive of and be in the world, and it is a certain practice of subjectivity. We have to conceive writing history as a translational exercise; Kalahari bushmen, Seth continues, do not write anthropologies of the white man. If we take this as a regulative ideal of how to give reasons when confronting other modes of reasoning besides the cause-and-effect model of historical narration, it may serve to make history writing an ethical rather than an imperial practice.
Could the moral urgency of the indignation of those who have suffered at the hands of victors and colonizers be the starting point of constructive involvements with an ethical politics? Unless our museologies and art histories are linked explicitly to the oldest and most fundamental questions of how our societies should be run, of how free societies in particular should be structured, they will remain, wittily or not, facets of the corporatized aestheticism of identity politics and of the infotainment and edutainment industries that constitute cultural practice in the current epoch of neofeudalism euphemistically called globalization.

In the current political climate in the United States and elsewhere, the extent of our responsibilities as academics and intellectuals to link museology, history, theory, and criticism to contemporary social conditions is an urgent and painfully obvious question. Museology and art history have long remained under the sway of scientism. The ethics of scholarship, however, demands radical acts of self-reflection. In 1978, conveying the lessons of French deconstructionists (who succeeded the Annalists), Hayden White criticized the assumptions of empirical historians who assumed that they eschewed ideology if they remained true to the facts, who believed that history could produce a knowledge as certain as anything offered by the physical sciences and as objective as a mathematical exercise. White’s famous essay entitled “The Fictions of Factual Representation” problematized the illusion that history could be written without employing any fictional techniques at all, an illusion that was itself a reflex of the nineteenth-century ideology that a value-neutral description of the facts prior to interpretation or analysis was possible. As White observed, “What is at issue here is not, What are the facts? But rather, How are the facts to be described in order to sanction one mode of explaining them rather than another?”

What has been at stake in the writing of art history is likewise the control of “modes of explaining”—that is, the legitimization of the “reality” of history has often been cast in terms of legitimizing a single interpretative truth. The truth (in the guise of the facts of history) would make us free. But, as White argued, the difference between history and a philosophy of history is one of degree, not of kind, in the explicitness of its philosophical content: every history contains a full-blown if only implicit philosophy of history. History buries its conceptual apparatus in the interior of its narratives, whereas philosophy brings that apparatus to the surface of the text. Factual (re)presentation is grounded in an implicit philosophy that claims that a chain of causes and effects constitutes mere temporal succession and not narration. Chronology is a powerful and seductive rhetorical apparatus, a fictive construct that masks ideology under the guise of “natural time.”

There is, of course, nothing “natural” about constructing time as chronology or privileging temporal succession above other forms of narration. White’s point about the distinctions between history and a philosophy of history being at base a matter of implicit versus explicit philosophical argumentation resonates with the arguments of Michel de Certeau in an essay entitled “Psychoanalysis and Its History,” where he observes that history writing and psychoanalysis contrast with each other as two modes of structuring or distributing the space of memory. They stage two strategies of time, two methods of formatting the relation between past and present. While history juxtaposes past and present, psychoanalysis recognizes the past in the present. For conventional history writing, this relation is one of succession (one thing after another), cause and effect (one thing following from another), and separation (the past as distinct from the present). Psychoanalysis, though, treats relations between past and present as one of imbrication (one thing in the place of the other) and repetition (one thing reproduces the other but in another form). Both, de Certeau argued, developed to address analogous problems—to understand the differences, or guarantee the continuities, between the organization of the actual and the formations of the past; to relate the representations of the past or present to the conditions that determined their production.

Wood and Nagel might have adduced additional cultural evidence to support the existence of a “principle of substitution,” such as geometric habits of telling time and of measuring space as a series of proportional units, along the lines of Michael Baxandall discussing habits of gauging or estimating volume as an exercise in practical geometry. Baxandall suggested that art historians interested in historical modes of artistic production and reception deserve to consider geometric habits of analysis, even though they are not, strictly speaking, artistic procedures, as pertaining to the “period eye.” Similarly, Wood and Nagel might also have inquired more deeply after the philosophical underpinnings of the two types of artistic authority that they argue operate in tension as mutually exclusive theories of origin. In their historical investigation of how the “cause” of the work of art was understood by audiences contemporary with its physical manufacture, it appears to me that they rely on standard forms of historical documentation and iconographic analysis to provide the historical evidence for their argument, despite their simultaneous critique of Erwin Panofsky’s iconological method. By contrast, when Georges Didi-Huberman posited that art history was an “anachronistic” discipline, he meant that in practice, art historians impose a modern notion of art on evidence that came before this notion of art developed. Read as an active interrogation of the limiting conditions of art historical writing and research in general, Didi-Huberman’s study of Fra Angelico’s S. Marco frescoes explored the philosophical context in which works of art might once have functioned as both devotional practice and theological meditation. Viewing art in this expanded field of cultural production, the colored blotches that imitate the appearance of feigned marble panels are recognized by the historian to be “enigmatic” and not merely decorative features of the fresco cycle. Didi-Huberman refers the fictive marble panels “back to the mystery from which it [the enigma] drew its most profound and peculiar necessity,” namely, Christian theology of the Incarnation and the figured language in which this theology found expression.

Thus, various types of historical evidence that the artist may not have known directly or to which neither he nor his viewers necessarily had access can be brought to bear on our present-day comprehension of historical works of art. In thus characterizing the pictorial poetics of blotches and traces, Didi-Huberman conceived the pictorial sign as a material
imprint, the symptom of a culturally and historically specific kind of figurability—in this case, one that “presupposes” both resemblance and distance, dissemblance and a manner of touch. He refers the artistic image to the figuration of a mystic understanding of the Christian doctrine of Incarnation as the sublime union of opposites, a simultaneous contradiction. Or, if you will, to a historical variety of a sensate dialectical image, a concrete metaphor with which the informed viewer interacts to experience individually the inef-
iable truth of divine presence as collectively envisioned by a society. I have already mentioned why Didi-Huberman’s con-
ception of anachronism does not go far enough, because it fails to put into question the culturally constructed concept of time as chronology.

Wood and Nagel appear to be interested in a similar set of cultural conceptions and methodological issues regarding the ability of cultural historians to recuperate the metatoga-
"chronology as an ordering device. Yet Wood and Nagel seem untroubled by other chronological assumptions that inform their own interpretation, such as the terminology of periodization (“Middle Ages,” “Renaissance”) that they employ without comment. Writing history in terms of continuities and ruptures does not mandate reliance on nineteenth-
century notions of distinct historical periods identifiable by certain characteristic traits. Nor do they call for the consider-
vention of other forms of evidence than those that would be adduced in an empirically conceived model of inferential argumentation. Richard Krautheimer’s discussion of medi-
val floor plans or historical attitudes toward relics and forgers,
for example, are asserted within the framework of their own argument as analogous cases, similar on the basis of
semblances perceptible to us from our own standpoint in time. The historical and cultural (dis)continuum between us and “them” as different categories of viewers is collapsed into
a single point of observation. To argue in this manner is still to think in terms of an art historical model of “style” as
something that privileges us to understand material evidence from other times and places directly, using our trained X-ray
vision.

I don’t mean to discount Wood and Nagel’s efforts to interrogate scholarly conceptions of artifacts as anchored in
historical time by the legibility of their style, but the manner in which works of art exist “through” time deserves even more scrutiny, even more vigorous shaking of our discipline’s epistemological foundations. To introduce one key category of
available evidence that seems beyond their purview, Aristotle
described recollection as an inferential series of mental con-
nections between discrete experiences stored in the material
memory. Aristotelian accounts of recollection as an inferen-
tial process taking place in the physical medium of the brain in certain respects resemble both contemporary accounts of the topology of memory that Wood and Nagel mention and historical attitudes toward certain works of art as “ancient” regardless of their actual date of manufacture. Might it have been useful to bring the Aristotelian underpinnings of cer-
tain long-standing mental categories to bear on their observ-
vations? If time was perceived as a proportional regression of moments into an authoritative past, and if the workings of the individual mind were once conceived on this Aristotelian model of recollection, then Wood and Nagel’s understanding of two conflicting “principles” might be described differ-
ently, as two halves of a single dialectic operating at a deeper level of historical relatedness than the discipline of art history generally acknowledges as part of its domain. That’s just one possible avenue of investigation disclosed by their valuable critique. The value ascribed to the artistic design over its material form, the manner in which this historical set of categories operates in various settings, the way in which such historical categories impose on our present-day understand-
ing of which questions are worth investigating, and what kinds of evidence are related, simply because we do not recognize the categories themselves as forms of cultural pro-
duction—all these open up existing disciplinary and subdisci-
plinary formations to healthy and creative acts of self-reflec-
tion. My remarks are intended to suggest why and how the process of meaning production is inherently, and without exception, always politically charged. Writing with a social conscience in 2005, one cannot fail to ask who is served and who is excluded today by studying the capacity of early moderns to manipulate two theories of origin in the same conceptual field. How do we deal with historical theories of “origin”? How do we define our own “conceptual field”?


Notes
2. On the Annalae historians’ contributions, which emerged in connec-
tion with writings of the Surrealists, see the short overview in Georges
3. Marc Bloch, Apologie pour l’histoire, ou Mots d’histoire (1941–42), ed. E.
5. The best text for studying Marx’s intellectual development and meth-
odology during these years is the set of notebooks now known as the
6. Theodor Adorno to Walter Benjamin, March 18, 1936, quoted in Rob-
ert Young, Torn Halves: Political Conflict in Literary and Cultural Theory (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1996), 36.
7. Terry Eagleton, Marxism and Literary Criticism (Berkeley: University of Califormia Press, 1976), provides an excellent summary of Marx’s dis-
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**Alexander Nagel and Christopher S. Wood**

The image produces the effect of a collapse of time, an effect that we attempted to describe and account for in various ways. Philology, the science of difference, emerged in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as a tool for chronological sorting. Philology is therefore compelled to dismiss the constitutional anachronism of the image as mere error. In one classic account of the Renaissance, reasserted by Charles Dempsey, art proceeds in step with the recovery of letters initiated by Petrarch. Our account stresses instead the misalignment between philology and art. The new category "artwork," we have argued, offered a theoretical sanctuary for the lies and confusion generated by figuration by reconceiving forgery and anachronism as intertextual citation.

The aim of our paper, in any case, was not to readjust period labels but rather to introduce an analytical model that describes the emergence of the modern institution of the
artwork as a reframing and redirecting of figural anachronism. This model is capable of tracking the artwork as it distances itself from competing myths of origins and reinvents itself as the projection of a hypothetical world within which metaphors of time can be staged and compared. As we proposed above, the self-divided, ironic nature of the artwork, which was latent in Erwin Panofsky’s thought, was later lost in the academic obsession with periodization.

For Aby Warburg, a painting or a costumed ritual was a dense archive of cultural energies, a “dynamogram” that concretized and transmitted traumatic, primordial experiences. Archaic stimuli were directly imprinted in matter and gesture, Warburg believed, giving figuration the power to disrupt a historical present tense. Dempsey, in his book on Botticelli’s Primavera and in his response here, says that Warburg shows us that quattrocento vernacular festivals were engaging in a vital rapprochement with antiquity, “a remaking of living culture by assimilating into it the more perfect forms of Greek and Roman civilizations...” We believe Warburg was saying something far stranger. Warburg’s cultural symbol was a token (symbolon) that “throws together” past and present. For Warburg, Botticelli was doing more than “assimilating” ancient art; his paintings themselves, mystically, filled their own historical present and became works of ancient art. The chain of strong symbols is recursive, as Michael Podro pointed out, in the sense that the symbol is both an image of a situation and a gesture within that situation. The work of art that was built around an antique pathos formula itself became a pathos formula in its own right.

Both Dempsey and Michael Cole maintain that Sandro Botticelli’s Primavera was a unique product of Florentine Laurentian culture and could only with difficulty be connected to a substitutional theory of image production. We believe that Botticelli’s citations of antique models function in Warburg’s sense as reactivations of archaic gestures. The Calumny of Apelles was a reinstatement of a lost original achieved through a process of reverse engineering from textual sources. The Birth of Venus was a repetition of a famous painting by Apelles, doubled and reinforced by an embedded citation of the Knidian Aphrodite by Praxiteles (through the Medici Venus, as it were). In Primavera Botticelli cited the ancient group of the Three Graces and then added another layer of commentary on substitution by taking seasonal recursion as its subject matter. This is not to begin to speak of its relation to altarpiece and tapestry traditions. And then these modern paintings themselves reentered the chain of substitutions. Like many other works of the time, these are authorial interventions whose remarkable qualities are, paradoxically, in part the result of the effort to find a way back to a system of authorless production.

Cole rightly points out that Jan van Eyck’s signed works deliberately break with an authorless, substitutional theory of origins. He also points out that van Eyck’s signatures and dates were blindly copied by later painters still working within a traditional paradigm. This suggests to Cole that our argument may amount to no more than the simple distinction between, on the one hand, progressive author-artists and, on the other, mediocre copists still inhabiting a “long Middle Ages.” We would respond that artistic authorship and replication were locked into a closer, more dialectical relation. Van Eyck’s paintings thematized authorship, but within the framework of a reengagement with the authorless Byzantine icon. No mode of figuration more clearly embodied visual art’s challenge to time than the portrait, which, as Leon Battista Alberti famously recognized, allowed the person to live on after death. Portraiture in the fifteenth century, in fact, arose in response to the importation of Byzantine portrait icons, as the portraits of van Eyck, Giovanni Bellini, Albrecht Dürer, and Leonardo plainly announce. All of these artists were enthralled by the capacity of the icons—to which they attributed a hoary antiquity—to report the likenesses of people over vast stretches of time and thus to allow direct face-to-face encounters with past people. They drew associations between the icons’ time-collapsing capacity and their apparent authorlessness, what we would call the suppression of context-sensitive features in the interest of referential functionality. The efforts of Renaissance artists to endow their own works with such time-resistant capacities became, however, the laboratory of a new conception of authorship.

The institution of the artwork thus crystallized around a series of stagings and restagings of the clash between the two theories of origins we have attempted to outline. Art is a sequence of nested reflections on the origins of art. The artwork framed itself, then reframed that framing operation, and then again framed that reframing, and so on, and in this way marked out a provisional place for itself in society as an autopoietic system whose sole function was to generate fictions, or hypotheses about reality. The substitutional and authorial theories of origins, therefore, do not map respectively onto Hans Belting’s categories of Bild and Kunst, as both Cole and Dempsey suggest. For Belting, Kunst adopts some of the rhetorical and semantic mechanisms of Bild but eventually, after transportation to a secular and bourgeois sphere, is alienated from Bild. In our model, by contrast, Bild is a myth invented retrospectively by Kunst. Moreover, our model adds a dimension that is not present in either Belting or Warburg: the idea of art as a self-staging and self-referential project.

The concepts of substitution and performativity were clearly articulated, as Cole points out, in the late-sixteenth-century controversy over the legitimacy of the Christian image. The invented, fictive image, for Gregorio Comanini or Gabriele Paleotti, was the image that did not belong to a substitutional chain. The theologians were at last finding words to match the self-theorization of art that had unfolded over the first decades of the sixteenth century. But to frame the problem of artistic authorship in theological terms, in effect recapitulating the medieval debates about the legitimacy of the Christian image, was to miss the point of modern, fictional art. The artwork by 1560, certainly by 1600, was already several cycles beyond the idolatry problem. The theologians misunderstood the dialectic between substitutional and authorial theories of authorship—already articulated during the Eastern iconoclastic controversy of the eighth to ninth centuries—as a still-vital competition. The religious image of 1600 appeared to repeat the dilemma of the primordial Christian cult image, but it was repetition with a difference. Through the recursive process of self-staging set in motion in the fifteenth century, the artwork had long since acquired an autonomy that alienated it both from its divine
The strongly surrogate function was explicitly acknowledged in period documents. In a letter to Isabella d’Este, Antico himself referred to a batch of bronzes he had made after the antique as *antichità*, and in her response Isabella uses the same word.⁶ We propose that it is the referential authority of the modern works that commends them for inclusion in Augustine’s study. Dempsey’s objection that “this *studio* has not a single object in it that can be securely identified as ancient” disregards that thesis. Our argument was directed precisely against the prevailing assumption that when a painter represented contemporary features it was in order to insist on the contemporaneity of those features. The bell, the armillary sphere, the hourglass, the finely crafted chairs, the liturgical implements, the vestments, and so on, certainly were based on close examination of the best examples of contemporary manufacture. At the same time, they are presented as samples of fine furnishing of the sort that might have existed at any time and that would be appropriate for the study’s occupant. This kind of furnishing is the least time specific. The point of our argument was to pull the works of “art” in the room into the temporal model that applies naturally to the furnishings.

A legendary tradition initiated by Eusebius and perpetuated throughout the Middle Ages described an ancient bronze statue of Christ at Paneas whose drapery, coming into contact with herbs growing beneath it, rendered those herbs miracle-working. The highly unusual drapery of the bronze statue in Milan is, we believe, fashioned in direct reference to this legend, tying the statue to this originary image. Dempsey attempts to normalize the drapery though comparison with other statuary. But his comparison misses what is particular to the Milan statue: the drapery does not simply fall to the side of the figure and onto the plinth, it falls to the side of the plinth itself and well below the level of the figure’s feet, pooling up on the ground beside the statue. It is a singular motif, not found in any other work of the period. It insists on the idea that the drapery is crossing an ontological boundary, making contact with the world beyond the work of art. The motif is thus not only an evidentiary link to the Paneas statue but also a form of boundary testing, a symptomatic response to the problems raised by freestanding statuary as a category of object. The foliage on the plinth, which we take in this context to refer to the herbs of the legend, is not “familiar” and “highly conventional” (Dempsey) for the simple reason that plinths themselves were a new development in the period, part of the new set of problems that arose with the revival of freestanding statuary. Arguably, any motif underneath a statue would have been significant at this early date, and it is worth noting that the closest comparanda that survive from this period—for example, the statuettes by Antico, among others—stand on smooth, unadorned bases.⁷

As we pointed out, Carpaccio does not record these details of the statue in his notations of the type. No one at the time needed a philological reference on that level of specificity in order to grasp the substitutional import of the statue. It is a freestanding bronze figure in a pallium; it reverberated, overwhelmingly, with antique associations. The natural response would have been to see it as a redaction of an antique prototype, with or without help from Eusebius. And that is exactly what people appear to have done, for why else would
this statue have impressed itself so suddenly and forcefully on the entire world of Veneto art of about 1500 — on Carpaccio, on Alvise Vivarini, on Cima da Conegliano, on Antonio Lombardo, on the 3regnos, and on Andrea Riccio? The statue carried authority not because of its now forgotten author of the 1490s but because it held out the promise of proximity to a portrait from the time of Christ, and thus to Christ himself. In its abstract handling of body and face the statue actually suppresses the signs of authorship, ensuring a smooth referential operation. The drapery detail was an added footnote to engage and animate the cognoscenti—and perhaps also a symptom of worry that the substitution model needed philosophical bolstering.  

The analysis of the Christ statue was part of our effort to outline a structure of temporal instability at work in the painting as a whole, a structure that, we argued, was in part modeled on exegetical procedures going back to Augustine himself. Our reading thus offers a conceptual framework for the many erudite exegetes of the picture that have been presented. It arose from an effort to go beyond an analysis of the picture’s meaning or program and instead to understand the picture itself as a metacommentary on the temporal operations of images, artifacts, books, music—the whole array of human arts whose limits are exposed in the story of Augustine’s vision. Hence, our emphasis on the picture’s elaborate citational structure, the recursive pattern that runs through the painting and whose logic inexorably absorbs the painting itself.

We concur with virtually everything Claire Farago says about disciplinary responsibility and self-awareness and about the ideological force of the discourse of chronological reason, obviously one of the foundational self-legitimating discourses of the West. We do not actually feel addressed by her critique. She speaks of “the context of the discussion in which Wood and Nagel wish to participate” as disengaged from politics and society at large. Which “context of discussion” is that? Our text explicitly signaled its connection to Benjamin’s reception of Surrealism, and in general to a body of highly creative prewar thinking about the temporality of the figure. Surrealism is negatively inscribed within the neo-enlightened, liberal (in the European sense) scholarship of the postwar period. The wearisome debates about the periodization of the Renaissance that dominated American scholarship from the 1940s to the 1970s and, in general, the orthodoxies and pieties of postwar scholarship emerged out of the context of world war and emigration. One might hesitate before describing the scholarship of the émigrés, even the Renaissance scholars among them, as politically “disengaged.”

To take up Farago’s excellent challenge: Saint Augustine’s study is indeed our study. The modern scholar who recognizes him- or herself in the Carpaccio painting must be prepared to see the world through its temporal kaleidoscope. The Renaissance studiolo proves to be an inhospitable setting for the lucid differentiations of nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholarship. The continuity between Carpaccio’s painting and the model we have proposed is already implicit in the art system of our own time. The art system today theorizes itself as postautonomous, in the sense that art is located no longer in a discrete object but rather in a network of display, commentary, mediation, and theorization. This is the place where our paper is written from, and from such a vantage point it starts to look as if historical art was always already dispersed in networks. It seems obvious today that the work of art was a fragile historical construction; that the campaign to secure a concept of “pure visibility” that might underlie the institution of the artwork was never really won; and that the forces and conflicts that shaped the idea of the artwork are still legible in the artworks. A chronologically rationalist approach, as Farago suggests, will not help very much in understanding the historical processes of cancellation, condensation, and misremembering that created the institution of the artwork. Our effort to excavate the anachronistic underhistory of the work of art is therefore by its nature a challenge to enlightened historical models.

Notes


5. These problems are perceptively treated by Luke Syson in his essay “Representing the Domestic Interior,” due to appear in the catalogue of the exhibition The Renaissance at Home, which will open in 2006 at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. We thank Mr. Syson for sharing his work and ideas with us.


7. The motif was familiar from Roman ornament. It can be found, with palmette variations on the lotus motif, on the frieze of the Forum of Nerva, and closer to our Veneto, at the palace of Decietian at Split. A version of it appears on capitals in the Doge’s Palace in Venice. In our period it was often used as border ornament, as Dempsey suggests—in contemporary bronze work as well as on frames and moldings. The closest parallel to its use under the statue in Milan is in a Venetian bronze relief of a resurrected Christ that may well be modeled on the Milan statue, where it decorates the stylolite directly under the feet. See John Pope-Hennessy, Renaissance Bronzes from the Samuel H. Kress Collection: Reliefs, Plaquettes, Statuettes, and Mortars (London: Phaidon, 1965), cat. no. 335, and see also cat. nos. 492, 566. There is no question here of correlating the ornament with actual herbs, a procedure discredited in an analysis of this very motif by Alois Riegl, Questions of Style, trans. Evelyn Cain (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 220–28, chap. 3.10.6.

8. The case of this statue is almost exactly analogous to the contemporary phenomenon of profile medal portraits of Christ. These, too, were a fifteenth-century invention, and yet they enjoyed authority as artifacts imprinted with an ancient likeness, according to some originating in a portrait of Christ engraved on an emerald given by Sultan Bajazett II to Pope Innocent VIII in 1492. Again, the medium of bronze reinforced the conceptual possibility of a reliable chain of representations extending back to antiquity. And once again contemporary artists pressed the image into service, as if it had special authority. Raphael used the metal portrait as a model for his image of Christ in the tapestry cartoon of the Miraculous Draught of Fishes, as has often been noted. See Philippe Helas, “Lo ‘emeraldo’ smurrito, osta il ‘vero profilo’ di Cristo,” in Il volto di Cristo, ed. Giovanni Morello and Gerhard Wolf (Milan: Electa, 2000), 215–26.